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Preface

Currently, the aggregation states of matter are solid, liquid, gas, plasma, and Bose-
Einstein condensate. A supercritical fluid is a quasi-state with intermediate properties 
between liquids and gases.

If a liquid is at rest in a closed container, an equilibrium inside the container will be 
established between the liquid and gaseous phases that will depend on the vapor 
pressure of the compound in question. If energy is applied to this system in the form 
of heat, the liquid will increase its temperature until it boils and the pressure inside 
the container will increase. Considering the phenomenon of thermal expansion of the 
liquid until it reaches its boiling temperature and the evaporation process, the density 
of the liquid will decrease while that of the gas will increase. If we continue with the 
process, we will reach a point where the densities of both phases become equal and it 
is not possible to differentiate the liquid phase from the gas phase. This point is well 
known as a critical point and is characterized by a critical pressure, temperature, and 
molar volume.

In the supercritical state, the density can be varied by modifying the conditions (since 
in the supercritical zone the density increases continuously), but the change takes 
place through a process of gradual transition from vapor to liquid, which contrasts 
with the sudden transition that occurs in condensation processes. This implies that 
once the critical point has been exceeded, no compression process is able to allow the 
liquid and gas phases to coexist. Therefore, it can then be said that, from the critical 
point, when the pressure increases, no liquefaction occurs, nor does evaporation 
occur when the temperature increases. Importantly, below and to the left of the 
supercritical region there are no definite boundaries and the transition from a single 
phase (gas or liquid) to supercritical fluid does not take place dramatically, but rather 
the change is gradual.

From an industrial point of view, supercritical fluids have a series of particular char-
acteristics that make them very interesting for various applications. Their properties 
as solvents allow them to replace water and organic solvents in numerous processes, 
thus reducing their consumption. This is a great benefit for the environment, not only 
because of the water savings it implies but also because organic solvents are consumed 
in large quantities and are volatile and polluting substances. In particular, CO2 at high 
pressures, in liquid or supercritical state, is drawing great attention due to its world-
wide expectations.

Another very interesting application of supercritical fluids is to use them as extraction 
agents since the products thus obtained are easily recoverable and the solvent can be 
easily reused by depressurization at atmospheric pressure. Due to these extraction 
properties, supercritical fluids are applied to obtain products such as decaffeinated 



tea or coffee, nicotine-free tobacco, pharmaceutical products, aromas, paints, antioxi-
dants, polymers, and so on.

The separation with supercritical fluids requires two fundamental steps as occurs 
in the processes of separation, which use an auxiliary medium. Firstly, the desired 
extraction is carried out, and, secondly, the supercritical fluid is separated from the 
feed, regenerated, and recirculated. The separation of the supercritical fluid from 
the solute is normally an easy task that can be generally carried out by lowering the 
pressure and is usually accompanied by a lowering of the temperature. This can be 
also achieved by increasing the temperature at constant pressure. Extraction pro-
cesses using supercritical fluids can be classified into three general types: single-stage, 
multistage, and continuous parallel-flow processes. These will be reviewed in the 
extended text. 

An important application of supercritical fluids will be extensively revised. It is the 
use of supercritical fluids as an alternative to conventional organic solvents in bio-
catalytic processes, that is, in enzyme-catalyzed reactions. It was first investigated 
in 1985 and since then it has been a very fruitful area of research. The tunability of 
the solvent is perhaps the main characteristic of biocatalysis in supercritical fluids. In 
addition, the activity of enzymes in non-aqueous media depends on the properties 
of the solvent, thus supercritical fluids are attractive media to carry out biocatalytic 
reactions. Low viscosities and gas-like diffusivities increase the rate of mass transfer 
from reactants to enzyme active sites. Therefore, reactions whose rates are limited by 
mass transfer rather than intrinsic kinetics will be faster in supercritical fluids than 
in liquids. In addition, higher substrate concentrations can also increase the observed 
reaction rates and improve process performance.

A large number of experimental methods have been developed for the measurement 
of the phase equilibrium of fluids at high pressure. This is because high-pressure 
phase behaviour is often complex and difficult to predict and hence no single method 
is appropriate to study all different systems. As a general classification, the used 
methods can be divided into analytical or direct methods, and synthetic or indirect 
methods, depending on how the composition of the phases is measured. A section 
including a brief review of the techniques for measuring the high-pressure phase 
equilibria will be also discussed in the extended text. 

A wide variety of high-pressure phase behaviours can be described. They can be 
classified into six types of pressure-temperature diagrams. Five of these diagrams can 
be generated from the van der Waals equations of state and will be widely described 
in the extended text. 

At this point, the thermodynamic modelling of high-pressure fluid phase equilibria 
will be explained. For this, the most commonly used equations of state (van der 
Waals, Soave-Redlich-Kwong, Peng-Robinson, Patel-Teja) and the mixing rules 
needed to extend the equations of state to mixtures will be detailed. 

Finally, the preceding concepts will be applied to the components involved in a bio-
catalytic process based on the transesterification reaction of 2-pentanol with a vinyl 

IVXII



ester. This reaction has attracted growing interest from the pharmaceutical industry 
because (S)-2-pentanol can be obtained as a reaction product. This product is a key 
intermediate in the synthesis of drugs against Alzheimer’s disease.

Mercedes G. Montalbán and Gloria Víllora
Faculty of Chemistry, 

Chemical Engineering Department, 
Regional Campus of International Excellence “Campus Mare Nostrum”, 

University of Murcia
Murcia, Spain
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Chapter 1

Supercritical Fluids: Properties  
and Applications
Mercedes G. Montalbán and Gloria Víllora

Abstract

Currently, both humanity and the whole planet are living in a critical time, which 
leads us to look for more sustainable formulas to interact with the environment. 
One of the important changes in the design and operation of chemical processes is 
the search for environmentally friendly technologies. Many industrial processes are 
carried out under severe conditions or with reactants that involve the use of strong 
acids, toxic metal catalysts, organic solvents, and processes at high temperatures 
and/or pressures. Supercritical fluids (SCFs) and, among these, supercritical carbon 
dioxide (scCO2), have been revealed as promising environmentally friendly solvents, 
energy-efficient, selective, and capable of reducing waste, constituting an alternative 
to conventional organic solvents. The use of SCF, such as solvents and reaction media, 
makes it possible to work in less severe and more environmentally friendly conditions, 
even considerably increasing the efficiency of the processes. This chapter provides 
a brief review of the most important properties of SCF, with special emphasis on 
scCO2, as well as some of the most important applications.

Keywords: supercritical, critical properties, carbon dioxide, extraction,  
chemical reaction, nanoparticle, biocatalysis

1. Introduction

Currently, the aggregation states of the matter are solid, liquid, gas, plasma, and 
Bose-Einstein condensate. A supercritical fluid is a quasi-state with intermediate 
properties between liquids and gases.

The plasma is defined as an ionized gas, which is composed of electrons, protons, 
and free neutrons. It can be obtained by heating a gas or from a gas under strong 
magnetic fields. Although plasma is not naturally present on the Earth, the 99% of the 
matter of the universe is in the plasma state, with the Sun being our nearest example.

The Bose-Einstein condensate is an aggregation state, which is reached near to the 
zero absolute of temperature, i.e., −273°C. In this state, a macroscopic quantity of the 
material particles goes through the minimum energy level, which is well known as 
fundamental state. As a consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle, only the bosons 
can be in this state. Anderson et al. [1] synthesized this state at the laboratory in 1995, 
for the first time. For this, they cooled atoms at less than one millionth of a Kelvin 
above absolute zero of temperature.
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In each state, matter presents differences in terms of the interaction forces 
between its molecules, which in the solid state are greater than in the liquid state and, 
in the latter, in turn, greater than in the gaseous state. This means that the molecules 
of a gas are less bound to each other than in the liquid and that their density is lower.

If a liquid is at rest in a closed container, inside the container an equilibrium will be 
established between the liquid and gaseous phases that will depend on the vapor pressure 
of the compound in question. If energy is applied to this system in the form of heat, the 
liquid will increase its temperature until it boils, and the pressure inside the contained 
will increase. Considering the phenomenon of thermal expansion of the liquid until it 
reaches its boiling temperature and the evaporation process, the density of the liquid will 
decrease while that of the gas will increase. If we continue with the process, we will reach 
a point where the densities of both phases become equal, and it is not possible to differ-
entiate the liquid phase from the gas phase. This point is well known as critical point, and 
it is characterized by a critical pressure, temperature, and molar volume.

The critical temperature can be defined as the temperature above which the 
liquid-vapor meniscus cannot be formed when the pressure is raised at isothermal 
conditions. In the same way, the critical pressure can be defined as the pressure above 
which the liquid-vapor meniscus cannot be formed when the temperature is increased 
under isobaric conditions. Mathematically, the critical point is reached at a tempera-
ture and pressure at which the following is true:

 

δ
δ
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0
T

P
V  (1)

 

δ
δ
 

= 
 

2

2 0
T

P
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As can be seen on phase diagram of Figure 1, the lines represent the different equi-
libria that can occur between the phases. Thus, the sublimation curve (for solid-gas 
equilibria), the melting curve (for solid-liquid equilibria), and the vaporization curve 

Figure 1. 
Phase diagram including supercritical state.
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(for liquid-gas equilibria) can be defined. The cutoff point for all of them is known as the 
triple point and represents the conditions in which the three phases coexist. The critical 
point is located at the end of the liquid-gas equilibrium line, and when these conditions, 
i.e., pressure and temperature, are exceeded, it is said that we have a supercritical fluid.

In the supercritical state, the density can be varied by modifying the conditions 
(since in the supercritical zone the density increases continuously), but the change 
takes place through a process of gradual transition from vapor to liquid, which con-
trasts with the sudden transition that occurs in condensation processes. This implies 
that once the critical point has been exceeded, no compression process is able to 
allow that liquid and gas phases coexist. Therefore, it can then be said that, from the 
critical point, when the pressure increases, no liquefaction occurs, nor does evapora-
tion occur when the temperature increases. Importantly, it should be seen that below 
and to the left of the supercritical region there are not definite boundaries and the 
transition from a single phase, gas or liquid, to supercritical fluid does not take place 
dramatically, but rather the change is gradual.

In the supercritical state, matter is compressible and behaves like a gas, although it 
has a density like that of liquids (0.1–1.0g/cm3). This property has led to supercritical 
fluids (SCFs) also being called “dense gases.”

Regarding extracting operations with SCF, SCF can be named as “gases with 
density-dependent solvent power.” In other words, the power as a solvent of a 
compound in supercritical state highly depends on its density and, therefore, on its 
pressure and temperature [2].

2. Properties of supercritical fluids

There are many substances commonly used as SCFs. Table 1 collects some of them 
and their properties. CO2 is marked in yellow.

From an industrial point of view, SCF have a series of characteristics that make 
them very interesting for various applications. Their properties as solvents allow that 
they can replace water and organic solvents in numerous processes, thus reducing 
their consumption. This is a great benefit for the environment, not only because of 

FLUID Tc (°C) Pc (bar) δc (g/cm3) Density at  
400bar (g/cm3)

Density of the liquid  
(g/cm3)

Xe 16.6 58.4 1.10 2.30 3.08 (sat., 111.7°C)

CHF3 25.9 46.9 0.52 — 1.51 (sat., −100°C)

CO2 31.3 72.9 0.47 0.96 0.93 (63.4 bar, 25°C)

N2O 36.5 72.5 0.45 0.94 0.91 (sat., 0 °C)

SF6 45.5 37.1 0.74 1.61 1.91 (sat., −50°C)

CCl2F2 111.8 40.7 0.56 1.12 1.53 (sat., −45.6°C)

NH3 132.5 112.5 0.24 0.40 0.60 (10.5 bar, 25°C)

Butane 152.0 37.5 0.23 0.50 0.58 (sat., 20°C)

Pentane 196.6 33.3 0.23 0.51 0.75 (1 bar, 25°C)

Table 1. 
Physical properties (critical temperature, Tc, critical pressure, Pc, critical density, δc, of the most commonly used 
SCFs.
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the water savings it implies, but also because organic solvents are consumed in large 
quantities and are volatile and polluting substances [3]. In particular, CO2 at high 
pressures, in liquid or supercritical state, is drawing great attention due to its world-
wide expectations [4].

In addition to being able to replace conventional solvents, SCFs have numerous 
advantages over them [5]:

• Its density can be modulated by adjusting pressure and temperature within the 
supercritical region, so the properties of the solvent can be varied just by modi-
fying the operating conditions and without having to change the medium.

• They also have the high diffusivities inherent to gases (one or two orders of magni-
tude greater than those of liquids) and low viscosities (an order of magnitude lower 
than liquid solvents), which contribute to improving mass transfer processes.

• The supercritical processes consume less energy than those based on organic 
solvents, since they do not require working at high temperatures or the transi-
tions between distillation and condensation.

• The use of SCF eliminates the environmental and safety drawbacks of organic 
solvents such as volatility, residue, flammability, and toxicity.

• The viscosity is much lower than that of liquids, which gives it very favorable 
hydrodynamic properties.

• They have high penetrability through porous solids and packed beds due to their 
low surface tension.

3. Supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO2)

As it is widely known, CO2 is a gas that is found in abundance in the Earth’s 
atmosphere and is the product of the respiration of animals and plants. In addition, it 
is produced in large quantities in combustion processes and its accumulation is lead-
ing to the greenhouse effect and global warming. From the point of view of “green 
chemistry” or chemistry that respects the environment, the most interesting thing to 
use CO2 in industrial processes would be to take it from the atmosphere or from the 
aforementioned combustion processes (e.g., in thermal power plants); nevertheless, 
in practice, almost all the commercial CO2 is obtained as a by-product of the ammonia 
manufacturing process, after being properly purified [6].

The critical parameters of CO2 are 31.3°C and 72.9 bar (see Table 1), which are 
easily achievable. This, together with its ease of transport and not having to work 
at very high pressures or temperatures (which would increase the danger of the 
process and the price of the equipment), makes it a relatively cheap and safe option, 
compared with the rest of SCFs. Among all its properties, those that have made it one 
of the most widely used SCFs in the world are its nontoxicity, its clean nature not gen-
erating residues, and that its critical temperature makes it suitable for working with 
compounds that do not resist high temperatures. For this reason, CO2 can be used in 
the food and pharmaceutical industry. CO2 has also a low reactivity (a very useful 
property if it is to be used as a solvent), it is not flammable (it makes it safe), and it 
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is easy to recover and recycle. Its dielectric constant is ~1.5 for liquid and 1.1 ~ 1.5 for 
supercritical (depending on density).

In addition to the previous applications, scCO2 is used in hydrogenations, reducing 
flammability and preventing fouling of the catalyst due to it can dissolve compounds 
that contribute to the formation of coke, in the production of polycarbonates as an 
alternative to the phosgene route, in the production of fine particles, in the produc-
tion of certain polymers, in the foaming of thermoplastics, and as an extinguishing 
agent [7, 8].

Supercritical technology requires equipment with special specifications, which 
implies a high initial cost of the facilities, both for the main operating equipment and 
for the auxiliary control, prevention, and protection equipment. In addition, having a 
high pressure as a starting point could lead to problems when working with exother-
mic processes, since an increase in temperature could raise the pressure dangerously 
and a rigorous control of the process will be necessary. Some substances such as 
ammonia are toxic and flammable, and their use at high pressures and temperatures 
increases the risk of accidents and of their consequences. For these reasons, most 
governments do not authorize the creation of large industrial facilities that work with 
supercritical technology and that the vast majority of plants of this type are concen-
trated in two countries: China and India.

The low dielectric constant can be responsible of problems to dissolve polar 
substrates, although this can be avoided by adding a polar cosolvent such as ethanol, 
acetone, or water, which would increase the polarity of the solvent by hydrogen bond-
ing. However, the presence of another compound may complicate reactions or have 
undesirable effects. Another option would be to complex the polar substrates with 
phenylboronic acid and their subsequent recovery by extraction for contact with an 
aqueous phase [9].

CO2 is a Lewis acid, so it can react with strong bases such as amines, phosphines, 
or alkyl anions, which greatly complicates its use in reactions where these compounds 
are involved. Dense CO2 produces low pH (around 2.85) if it is in the presence of 
water, since it leads to the formation of H2CO3. This can lead to problems in the field 
of biocatalysis because some enzymes are denatured under these conditions. This 
drawback can be turned into an advantage when you want to use H2CO3 as a reagent, 
since then you do not need a base to neutralize, but only to decompress. Finally, when 
scCO2 is in the presence of noble metals, it can be hydrogenated producing CO, which 
is a poison for most catalysts.

4. Applications of supercritical fluids

4.1 Extraction with supercritical fluids

One of the most interesting applications of SCFs is to use them as extraction 
agents, because they can be used in separation operations at much lower temperatures 
than distillation, avoiding the degradation and decomposition of thermolabile com-
pounds. The interest of SCF extraction processes is due to the possibility of regenera-
tion, solvent versatility, energy savings with respect to other processes, selectivity, 
sensitivity of the results to operating conditions, improved solute volatility, solvent 
selectivity, favorable transport properties, and environmentally acceptable [5]. 
Furthermore, the products thus obtained are easily recoverable and the solvent can be 
easily reused by depressurization at atmospheric pressure.
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By means of a simple depressurization, the SCF can be turned into a gaseous 
state, producing a phase separation and the precipitation of the extracted compound, 
which can be solid or liquid. In addition, in processes that require a fractional 
precipitation of several products, successive stages of decompression can be carried 
out in series.

Supercritical CO2 (scCO2) extraction is the most widespread industrial application 
of SCF. scCO2 is applied to obtain products such as decaffeinated tea or coffee [10], 
nicotine-free tobacco [11], pharmaceutical products [12], aromas [13], paints [14], 
antioxidants [15], polymers [16], etc.

The separation with SCF requires two fundamental steps as occurs in the processes 
of separation, which use an auxiliary medium. Firstly, the desired extraction is car-
ried out, and secondly, the SCF is separated from the feed, regenerated, and recir-
culated. The separation of the SCF from the solute is normally an easy task, which 
can be generally carried out by lowering the pressure, and usually accompanied by a 
lowering of the temperature. This can be also achieved by increasing the temperature 
at constant pressure.

Extraction processes using SCF can be classified into three general types. The 
simplest separation scheme, which is shown in Figure 2, consists of a single-stage 
process. It can be used to carry out the extraction of solids or liquids. For a success-
ful extraction, very high separation factors are needed. Some examples of common 
industrial applications of single-stage processes are the extraction of oils, spices, and 
alkaloids from solids and the deoiling of lecithin [17].

Multistage processes can also be used for extraction. Their scheme is represented 
in Figure 3. This type of extraction is useful when the separation factors for one stage 
are not large enough. The main advantage of a multistage process is that the separation 
and/or extraction conditions can be modulated in order to improve the extraction. 
Examples of multistage processes include waste oil refining, edible oil fractionation, 
and deasphalting [17].

Finally, the third category of SCF extraction is the continuous countercurrent-flow 
operation, which is represented in Figure 4. This type of separation is similar to liquid-
liquid extraction. Some examples of continuous countercurrent-flow operations include 
the enrichment of ethanol from dilute aqueous solutions, the separation of mono- and 
diglycerides, and the separation of fatty acids [17].

Figure 2. 
Single-stage extraction process with SCF.
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The decaffeination process is a typical example of supercritical extraction. This 
process provides products without caffeine or with a reduced caffeine content, such 
as decaffeinated coffee or decaffeinated tea. However, some processes leave a drink 
with low taste. Some methods use organic solvents, such as ethyl acetate, alcohol, 
chloroform, dichloromethane, or acetone. Other methods use water and scCO2. 
scCO2 has the advantages compared with the other methods that can retain most 
flavor compounds, is a nontoxic solvent, the process uses mild conditions (especially 
temperature), then, the energy consumption is generally lower than conventional 
processes, and CO2 can be easily separated from the products, simply by decom-
pression. In addition, scCO2 has good dissolving capacity and good mass transfer 
performance. Because of that, scCO2 decaffeination, despite being a relatively recent 
technology (was patented in Germany in 1964 and in the United States in 1974, and 
commercial plants went online in Germany in 1978 and in the United States in 1988), 
has expanded rapidly all over the world [18].

Figure 3. 
Multistage extraction process using SCF.

Figure 4. 
Continuous countercurrent-flow extraction with SCF.
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Decaffeination processes can serve to illustrate the different types of supercritical 
extraction from the point of view of their operating mode. One of these operating 
modes is by a batch process. In this case, the biomass and CO2 are mixed in a fixed bed 
for a static time under established operating conditions (temperature and pressure). 
Once the determined time has elapsed, the fixed bed is depressurized and the extract 
and solid matrix are recovered. Generally, the batch process is carried out by a single 
stage due to the difficulty in handling the solids in pressure vessels by a continuous 
mode. Figure 5 shows a typical process.

Another operating mode is by semicontinuous or semibatch process. As can 
be observed in the figure, in this type of process, the biomass is placed in a fixed 
bed and the CO2 flows continuously through the bed under the established operat-
ing conditions. The extract is retrieved at the exit of the extraction vessel and the 
caffeine recollected. The most commonly process used in supercritical extraction is 
semicontinuous because pumps can be used to pressurize fluids without containing 
solid particles. As presented in the scheme of Figure 6, first the CO2 must be change 
from gas to liquid phase to avoid cavitation of the pump, then the CO2 is pressur-
ized to operating pressure by a pump, heated to the objective temperature by a heat 
exchanger, and fed to the extractor containing the biomass. Finally, the depleted 
biomass is discharged for further drying. This type of process requires short 
residence times of scCO2 in contact with the solid and allows the use of different 
particle sizes [18].

In continuous operation mode (Figure 7), the CO2 and the solid biomass flow 
continuously through the extractor, so they must be mixed and pressurized by a pump 
to maintain the determined operating conditions of pressure and temperature. The 
extract is obtained at the exit of the extractor, and the decaffeinated solid material 
and the caffeine are separated. The continuous process needs pumps that pressurize 
fluids containing solid biomass particles. As can be seen in the figure, the sequence 
of stages that follow each other in this type of process is: CO2 cooling; mixing of 
CO2 with crushed biomass; pressurization of the CO2 mixture with the biomass to 

Figure 5. 
Schematic flowchart of decaffeination by scCO2 extraction in a batch process (dashed lines indicate a 
noncontinuous flow). Adapted from [18].
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the desired pressure using a high-pressure pump; heating of the mixture to the set 
temperature by means of a heat exchanger; pumping of the mixture to the extractor; 
the collection of the extract mixed with biomass at the exit of the extraction vessel 
in the separators. These systems are characterized by short residence times, high 
solvent-biomass ratios in the feed, very small sizes of solid particles, and good process 
control [18].

For large extraction of caffeine processes, depressurization to atmospheric pres-
sure makes solvent reuse more expensive, since compression processes are energy 
expensive. Therefore, a liquid-liquid extraction with water is preferred, so it is not 
necessary to reduce the pressure so much to extract the desired product. Furthermore, 
scCO2 with recirculated water has better extraction properties than dry CO2 [19]. 
Figure 8, adapted from [20], shows a scheme of the Kraft General Foods’ patented 

Figure 6. 
Schematic flowchart of decaffeination by scCO2 extraction in a semicontinuous process. Adapted from [18].

Figure 7. 
Schematic flowchart of decaffeination by scCO2 extraction in a continuous process. Adapted from [18].
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process for decaffeinated green coffee beans. Saturation with water has been shown 
to improve caffeine extraction rates, and increased temperature and pressure 
improve caffeine partitioning in the supercritical phase. The extraction of scCO2 
from many compounds from natural substrates (plants, algae, materials of animal 
origin, etc.) has been investigated. Examples include extracting α acids from hops, 
flavors, spices, and fragrances that have been extracted and include lilac, essential 
oils, black pepper, nutmeg, vanilla, basil, ginger, paprika, rosemary, chamomile, and 
ground chili peppers.

Large-scale industrial applications require specific, single-purpose plant designs. 
However, multipurpose scCO2 extraction plants can be designed to be used for obtain-
ing different extracts of high added value through processes that operate at smaller 
scales. A common element of these plants that is important for the economy of the 
process is the system used to separate and recirculate CO2 to the extraction unit.

The recirculation cycle may be carried out with a liquid pump or with a compres-
sor. The recirculation cycle with a liquid pump consists of condensing the carbon 
dioxide at the output of the process and recirculating it using a pump for liquids. To 
condense carbon dioxide, the pressure must be reduced below the critical pressure 
and the carbon dioxide must be cooled. The pressure and temperature conditions 
used for condensation and recirculation must be optimized in each specific case, but 
pressures in the range of 40–60 bar are recommended, since the corresponding con-
densation temperatures are close to the ambient temperature, which allows the use of 
cheap refrigerants such as cooling water. When the process requires mixing an organic 
solvent with CO2, it is necessary to take into account the separation of the same and 
the purification of CO2. It is possible to achieve separation of the organic solvent by 
partial condensation of the supercritical effluent prior to CO2 condensation, but if the 
CO2 purity achieved is not high enough, more complex and expensive processes such 
as adsorption or cryogenic distillation may be necessary. The recirculation cycle with 

Figure 8. 
Scheme of semicontinuous caffeine extraction process using scCO2. Adapted from [20].
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a compressor consists of recompressing and recirculating the effluent directly in a 
gaseous or supercritical state. If CO2 must be purified before recycling it, it is neces-
sary to include additional stages. The choice of using a compressor or liquid pump for 
the recirculation cycle depends on economic and technical reasons and will depend 
on the type of process. In general, the liquid pump is preferred for small installations 
for reasons of economy and simplicity of use [21].

Another very important factor to consider when designing an extraction process 
with scCO2 is the pressure of the extractor. The most common values are in the range 
of 5–30 MPa. As for the container, fast-closing designs, different sizes, and (1 L-1 m3) 
and materials (metallic and polymeric) are available on the market.

Although the investment costs of a scCO2 extraction plant can be high, the oper-
ating costs are usually relatively low, due to the reduction in energy consumption 
related to the use of temperatures close to the environment [22].

4.2 Formation of particles by supercritical technology

After more than three decades using SCF for particle formation, several tech-
niques have been developed. Technologies currently used differ in the basic principles 
of operation, but they are all based on the mechanisms of nucleation, particle growth, 
and precipitation. In this section, we will give a brief overview of the different 
processes of particle formation using SCF.

Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of the different particle formation tech-
nologies using SCF.

4.2.1 Rapid expansion of supercritical solutions (RESS)

This technique is used when the material to be used has certain solubility in the 
SCF. In an RESS process, the SCF acts as a carrier of the solute, and this solution 
expands adiabatically leading to a rapid decrease in temperature and pressure and 
the subsequent generation of small particles after being sprayed through a nozzle. 
This process is based on the difference in solubility of the polymer in the fluid at 
high and low pressure. The schematic principle that governs this expansion is shown 
in Figure 9. As is known, the depressurization of a gas leads to a reduction in tem-
perature. Depending on the temperature of the process, and the glass transition or 

Process Role of supercritical fluid Role of organic solvent Mode of phase separation

RESS Solvent not needed or cosolvent pressure/temperature induced

GAS Antisolvent solvent solvent-induced

SAS Antisolvent solvent solvent-induced

SEDS Antisolvent solvent/
antisolvent

solvent-induced

PGSS dispersing agent solute not needed pressure/temperature induced

PGSS-drying solute/propellant not needed pressure/temperature induced

SAA Propellant solvent or not needed pressure/temperature induced

Table 2. 
Summary of particle formation technologies using SCF. From reference [21] with permission of John Wiley & 
Sons.
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fusion temperature of the polymer and the degree to which these transitions may have 
been reduced and the path followed by the homogeneous region of a phase, particle 
formation may come from crossing the fluid-solid barrier (F-S), or the system may 
have crossed the liquid-liquid barrier (L-L), followed by solidification [23]. Then, 
when designing this process, the solubility of the material plays a crucial role in the 
formation and processing of particles, since most pharmaceutical substances, such as 
polymers, drugs, and proteins of high molecular weight, are polar in nature. In some 
cases, small amounts of organic solvents are added to improve the affinity of the polar 
molecules of the drugs.

RESS is the simplest and most effective method of SCF technology, but its applica-
tion is limited due to its relatively high cost and, when scCO2 is used, the low solubility 
of most solutes in non-polar scCO2. To solve this problem, progress in the RESS process 
has been made to overcome these limitations. One of them is the RESS process in an 
aqueous solution containing a surfactant or other reducing agents, known as the pro-
cess of rapid expansion of a supercritical solution in a liquid solvent (RESOLV), where 
the SCF expands into a liquid medium. This modified process inhibits the agglomera-
tion of particles in the expansion jet. Figure 10 shows a scheme of the RESS process.

4.2.2 GAS antisolvent process (GAS)

This process is suitable for recrystallizing solids that are not soluble in SCF. This 
technique has been widely used with polymeric materials because most of them are 
not soluble in SCF or gases. In this process, the polymer is first dissolved in organic 
solvent and a gas is used as the antisolvent. The gas is injected into the airtight cell 
containing the solution, and precipitation of the particles takes place as the concen-
tration of the gas in the solution increases with pressure. In this technique, it is not 
necessary for the anti-insolvent gas to be in supercritical conditions. The controlling 
principle of the process is solvent-induced phase separation, which is illustrated in 
Figure 11. With the introduction of the anti-dissolver, the F-S and L-L phase limits 
are displaced at higher temperatures or pressures, respectively. As a result, the system 
that was initially in a single homogeneous phase is now in a region of two phases, 
this separation of phases leads to the formation of particles. A significant difference 
between the RESS and GAS processes is that while in the first one it is treated with a 
binary system, material + SCF, in the second, we have a ternary system composed of 

Figure 9. 
Schematic representation of the operational principle of the RESS process. Adapted from reference [23].
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the material + the organic solvent + the antisolvent (gas or SCF) [23]. Figure 12 shows 
a scheme of the GAS process.

4.2.3 Supercritical antisolvent process (SAS)

In this technique, as in the GAS process, the SCF acts as an antisolvent for a solu-
tion containing a material, but in this case the mechanism is different. The compound 
to be micronized is dissolved in a liquid, generally an organic solvent, and the solution 
is injected into a high-pressure vessel where the supercritical antisolvent is, reaching 
intimate contact between the two media quickly. By mixing these two currents, the 
solvent is extracted by the SCF phase, and the SFC is simultaneously diffused into 
the liquid solution. As SFC is a poor solvent for the compound, in this mixture it 
acts as an antisolvent. Consequently, the mixture is oversaturated, resulting in rapid 
nucleation and growth. This process can operate in batch or semicontinuous mode, 
but a continuous operation configuration can also be adopted, which is important for 
industrial-scale production. The process is governed by solvent-induced phase separa-
tion, as described in Figure 11. Figure 13 shows a scheme of the SAS process.

Figure 10. 
Scheme of an RESS process.

Figure 11. 
Schematic representation of the operational principle of the GAS process. Adapted from reference [23].
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In scCO2 processes, the kinetics of particle formation using a supercritical antisol-
vent technique is fast compared with that of liquid antisolvent techniques, due to the 
good transport properties of scCO2. Furthermore, it is possible to accelerate the rate 
of the process operating under conditions above the critical point of the CO2-solvent 
mixture, since in these conditions the solvent and CO2 are completely miscible and 
the diffusional limitations in the mixture disappear, establishing favorable conditions 
to produce ultrafine particles with a narrow distribution of particle size. Even by 
adjusting the operating conditions (pressure, temperature, and initial concentration 
of solutes), the morphology of the particles can be modified [21].

4.2.4 Solution-enhanced dispersion by supercritical fluids (SEDS)

The SEDS process was developed by York and Hanna of Bradford University 
in the year 1996 [24] to improve the efficiency of the traditional SAS process. The 
SEDS process usually operates at a lesser time with increased mass transfer rates. 

Figure 12. 
Scheme of a GAS process.

Figure 13. 
Scheme of an SAS process.
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The main objective of the SEDS process is to produce uniform-sized fine particles 
in a single-phase equilibrium, while removing the organic solvent to obtain them 
in a dried form. In SEDS, the liquid solution and SCF are sprayed together using a 
coaxial injector. These injectors can be found in two- and three-channel versions, 
which are used for precipitation of one or two components respectively. In this 
process, the SCF is used as an antisolvent and dispersing agent of the medium. 
High-speed contact between the liquid and the SCF generates a finely dispersed 
mixture and rapid precipitation of particles. As in the GAS and SAS processes, the 
basic principle here is also solvent-induced phase separation. Particles are formed 
due to a change in composition in phases (Figure 11). The design of the nozzle, 
as well as its specifications, particularly internal diameters, is decisive in the 
particle size distribution. In addition, operating conditions such as the flow rates 
of compound dissolution and SFC and critical parameters must be optimized to 
control both particle size and morphology [25]. Figure 14 shows a scheme of the 
SEDS process.

4.2.5 Particles from gas-saturated solutions (PGSS)

This process is suitable to generate particles of compounds that absorb SCF in 
high concentrations. The PGSS process is quite similar to the RESS process. In the 
PGSS process, an SCF is dissolved in a molten polymer or in a liquid suspension 
and the mixture, which is at high pressure, is quickly depressurized through an injec-
tor leading to the formation of particles. This process has generally been used for 
the coating of compounds on polymer matrices. The phenomena that control this 
process are: the rapid changes in pressure and temperature and the solvent-induced 
phase separation (Figure 15).

The PGSS process has the advantage with respect to RESS that it is not necessary 
for the substance to be soluble in SCF, the process is simple, and low cost and tech-
nique avoid the low solubility in SCF of many molecules of pharmaceutical interest 
such as proteins and peptides that would be too difficult to treat with RESS. Although 
the applications currently developed use polymeric materials, it could be used to 
obtain powdered polymers or to apply coatings. Figure 16 shows a scheme of the 
PGSS process.

Figure 14. 
Scheme of an SEDS process.
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4.2.6 Particles from gas-saturated solutions drying (PGSS drying)

PGSS drying technique is a modification of the standard PGSS process, designed 
specifically to treat aqueous solutions (Figure 17). The process consists of pressur-
izing and preheating the aqueous solution and the CO2 to the conditions prior to 
expansion. They are then vigorously mixed in a static mixer, causing partial water 
extraction and the saturation of the aqueous solution with CO2. The resulting mixture 
is sprayed through a nozzle in a thermally insulated spray tower. In this tower, CO2 
vaporization and the expansion of gas bubbles due to depressurization occur. The 
water then evaporates into the CO2 expansion vessel, thus producing particles. These 
are collected at the bottom of the tower, and CO2 with evaporated water leaves the 
tower through its top. A cyclonic separator can be used to recover fine dust trapped in 
the gas effluent [26].

4.2.7 Supercritical fluid-assisted atomization (SAA)

The SAS technique is based on the solubilization of controlled amounts of scCO2 in 
liquid solutions containing a solid solute and the atomization of the resulting solution 

Figure 15. 
Schematic representation of the operational principle of the PGSS process. Adapted from reference [23].

Figure 16. 
Scheme of a PGSS process.
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through a nozzle. The experimental device is shown in the Figure 18. It consists of 
three lines that feed scCO2, the liquid solution and an inert gas, such as N2, and three 
main process vessels: saturator, precipitator, and condenser. The CO2 is supplied in 
liquid phase to a high-pressure pump and sent to a heated bath. Next, it is taken to a 
contactor in which the CO2 is solubilized in the liquid solution. The liquid solution is 
pressurized in a high-pressure pump, heated, and sent to the saturator. Subsequently, 
a spray is produced that forms the droplets in the precipitator. The inert gas is heated 
in a heat exchanger and sent to the precipitation tank in order to promote the evapora-
tion of the liquid solvent. Particles are collected in a frit located at the bottom of the 
precipitator, and gases are discharged into a refrigerated condenser to obtain the liquid 
solvent. This technique has been used with compounds such as precursors of supercon-
ductive materials and catalysts and with pharmaceutical and ceramic compounds [27].

Figure 17. 
Scheme of a PGSS drying process.

Figure 18. 
Scheme of an SAA process.
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4.3 Reactions in supercritical fluids

The application of SFC to the extraction of thermally labile compounds is the most 
widespread. However, recently, they have also been widely used as reaction media. 
The properties of SFC can be harnessed to be used as reaction media in different 
processes. A supercritical fluid can be used to reduce temperature in pyrolysis reac-
tions to prevent carbon formation, improving performance, selectivity, and product 
separation. SFC can also be used in heterogeneous catalytic reactions that undergo 
catalyst deactivation as a result of coke deposition, in which coke deposits can be 
removed from the catalyst surface by means of SCF by reactivating the catalyst by 
removing low-volatility compounds. A supercritical medium can also be used in reac-
tions where product separation using conventional techniques is difficult to achieve or 
very expensive. In these cases, the operating conditions can be adjusted to fractionate 
the reaction products. Other reasons for using SFC in chemical reactions are related 
to favorable mass transfer (viscosity, high diffusivity), enhanced reaction rates and 
process control [28].

scCO2 has environmental (nontoxic, nonflammable), phase equilibrium (high 
solubility of volatile solvents, complete miscibility with gases), and chemical advan-
tages that may be of great interest for its use as reaction medium. In this way, it can be 
noted that CO2 cannot be oxidized, being interesting as a medium in oxidation reac-
tions; generally, is not affected by free radicals, so it is an ideal solvent for reactions 
initiated by free radicals and is aprotic, so it can be used in cases where labile protons 
could interfere with the reaction.

Liquid and scCO2 have been used in homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions, 
catalytic and noncatalytic, and in the synthesis and processing of polymers, including 
polymerization in homogeneous solution, precipitation polymerization, dispersion 
and polymerization in emulsion, and polycondensation [29].

4.3.1 Homogeneous catalytic reactions in supercritical carbon dioxide

Homogeneous catalysis may have certain advantages over heterogeneous catalysis, 
such as the possibility of carrying out the reaction under milder conditions, greater 
activity and selectivity, ease of spectroscopic monitoring, and controlled and tunable 
reaction sites. Although, heterogeneous catalytic reactions are of great importance 
in industries because of the easy separation of the catalyst after the reaction. Most 
homogeneous reactions carried out in scCO2 are catalytic [30–33], while noncatalytic, 
supercritical, homogeneous reactions are generally carried out in supercritical water [5].

For homogeneous reactions, the main problem is to find an effective, CO2-soluble 
catalyst, which can be achieved by adding functional groups. scCO2 is more effective 
when used with nonpolar, nonionic, and low-molecular-mass compounds. However, 
it can be used with insoluble compounds in scCO2 by adding cosolvents.

Homogeneous hydrogenation reactions in scCO2 have also been developed. Jessop 
et al. [34] studied the hydrogenation of carbon dioxide to formic acid, methanol, and 
other organic substances. They described the route to formic acid based on the use 
of Rh organometallic catalyst in dimethyl sulfoxide and aqueous solvents and also 
in a supercritical mixture of carbon dioxide and hydrogen containing a ruthenium 
catalytic complex. They concluded that SCF represents a promising medium for 
homogeneous catalysis. Rhodium complexes have also been synthesized for homoge-
neous catalysis of 1octene in scCO2 from the phosphine reaction containing polymeric 
ligands of ̄fluoroacrylate with an Rh complex [35].
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Liu and Xiao [31] presented in 2007 a review summarizing the achievements in 
homogeneous and heterogeneous catalytic reactions with transition metal complexes 
in nonconventional media, such as ionic liquids, scCO2, and fluorinated carbons. The 
study includes hydrogenation, hydroformylation, carbonylation, Heck reactions, 
Suzuki and Stille couplings, Sonogashira reactions, allylic substitution, olefin metath-
esis, olefin epoxidation, and alcohol oxidation. The homogeneous hydrogenation of 
1-butene to n-butane with a membrane reactor is presented for homogeneous catalysis 
in scCO2 with in situ catalyst separation [36].

Other homogeneous catalytic reactions using scCO2 are summarized in Table 3.

4.3.2 Heterogeneous catalytic reactions in supercritical carbon dioxide

Reactions have also been carried out in scCO2 with heterogeneous catalysts. SCFs, 
used as solvents or reactants, provide advantages to control and enhance heteroge-
neous catalytic reactions. Among these advantages can be mentioned: (i) reactants 
and products can be in a single phase, avoiding solubility problems and mass transfer 
limitations of conventional gas-liquid and liquid/liquid interfaces; ii) improve the 
transfer of internal mass through the pores of the catalyst, often resulting in an 
increase in reaction rate and selectivity; iii) enhance diffusion rate in reactions con-
trolled by external (fluid/particle) diffusion; (iv) improve heat transfer; (v) easier 
product separation; (vi) inhibit deactivation of the catalyst by dissolution deposits, 
(vii) tune the solvent properties by changing pressure, temperature, and adding 
cosolvents; and (viii) thermodynamic pressure effect on rate constants [37].

scCO2 is the most widely used as a solvent in heterogeneous catalysis, probably 
because reactions in scCO2 have a behavior very similar to the reactions in nonpolar 
organic solvents (for example, n-hexane), and in practice, the replacement of these 

Reaction Catalyst

Hydrogenation Ru, Rh complexes

Oxidation Fe, Mn, Rh, Pt-Ru, Mo complexes, PdCl2, CuCl2

Dehydrogenation Rh complex

Coupling Pd, Ru complexes

Diels-Alder Sc, Yb, Li complexes, AlCl2

Esterification Yb, Pd complexes, PdCl2, CuCl2

Alkylation CF3(CF2)7SO3H

Hydroformulation Rh, Ru, Co complexes

Carbonation Re, Li, Sn, Zn, Fe complexes

Carbonylation Pd, Ru complexes, PdCl2, CuCl2

Cyclization Ni, Co complexes, PdCl2, CuCl2

Polymerization Pd, Rh, Co, Sn, Ti complexes

Copolymerization Zn, Cr, Al complexes

Epoxidation Mo, V, Ti complexes

Transesterification BF3

Table 3. 
Homogeneous catalytic reactions in supercritical solvents. Adapted from reference [5] with permission of Elsevier.
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solvents by scCO2 does not imply important changes, from the chemical point of view. 
However, this fact is also a limitation, since it is not suitable for hydrophilic substances 
and ions. Some authors, such as Johnston and Haynes [38], have raised the possibility 
of overcoming these limitations, for example, by using a water microemulsion, which 
is kept stable by adding a surfactant, in a continuous phase of carbon dioxide.

Many heterogeneous catalytic hydrogenation reactions that have been developed 
using scCO2 supported Pt, Pd, Ni, Mo as catalysts. Some examples are cited below. 
Tacke et al. [39] carried out total and partial hydrogenation of fats and oils, free 
fatty acids, and fatty acid esters, using supercritical CO2 as a solvent. They used a 
continuous fixed-bed reactor with a palladium catalyst on a commercial support and 
obtained yields up to six times higher than in the conventional hydrogenation process 
with palladium catalyst supported by activated carbon. Bertucco et al. [40] studied 
the catalytic hydrogenation of an unsaturated ketone in scCO2 using a recycle reactor 
with a supported palladium catalyst. More recently, catalysts of supported noble met-
als, such as Ru, Pd, or Pt, have exhibited high activity for the hydrogenation of bio-
based carboxylic acids. Leviulinic acid and succinic acid are converted into lactones or 
diols depending on the nature of the catalyst and reaction conditions [41].

Other heterogeneous catalytic reactions using scCO2 are summarized in Table 4.

4.3.3 Supercritical biocatalysis

The use of SCF as an alternative to conventional organic solvents in enzyme-
catalyzed reactions was first investigated by Randolph et al. [42], Hammond et al. 
[43], and Nakamura et al. [44] in 1985. Since then, it has been a very fruitful area 
of research. The possibility of modifying the physical properties of the solvent by 
changing the pressure or temperature offers great versatility [45, 46]. The tunability 
of the solvent is perhaps the main characteristic of biocatalysis in SCF. In addition, the 
activity of enzymes in nonaqueous media depends on the properties of the solvent, so 
SCFs are attractive media to carry out biocatalytic reactions [47]. The low viscosities 
and gas-like diffusivities improve the rate of mass transfer of reactants to the active 
sites in enzymes disseminated in SCF, in which enzymes are insoluble. Therefore, 
reactions limited by diffusion rates instead intrinsic kinetic will be faster in SCF than 
in liquids. In addition, higher substrate concentrations can also increase the observed 
reaction rates and improve process yields. The density of a supercritical fluid is 
sensitive to temperature and pressure, so that small changes in these variables result 
in significant changes in density and, consequently, in the properties of the solvent 

Reaction Catalyst

Hydrogenation Supported Pt, Pd, Ni, Mo

Oxidation Supported Pt, Pd, Ni, Co, Cu, Mn, Fe

Isomerization and rearrangement Supported Pt (scCO2 + cosolvent)

Cracking Zeolite

Alkylation Zeolite

Esterification Biocatalysts, Zeolite

Hydroformulation Supported Rh, Fe catalysts

Table 4. 
Heterogeneous catalytic reactions in supercritical solvents. Adapted from reference [5] with permission of Elsevier.
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that are a function of density, such as the solubility parameter, the dielectric constant, 
and the partition coefficient [48, 49]. Such changes in properties have been frequently 
studied for many solvents, then the experimental environment of the biocatalytic 
reaction can be reasonably controlled. However, despite the advantages of SCFs over 
organic solvents to carry out enzymatic reactions, their use is not as widespread as 
might be expected.

Due to its high availability and low toxicity, as has been already mentioned, the 
most widely used supercritical fluid is carbon dioxide, although its use in many pro-
cesses is limited by the low solubility of many reactants and products, even in super-
critical conditions. Many industrial applications are hampered by this handicap and 
by the cost of high-pressure equipment. Despite these drawbacks, the combination 
of environment-friendly catalysts and solvents has attracted the attention of many 
researchers, and there is a huge volume of literature available on the activity, specific-
ity, and stability of different enzymes in scCO2 [44, 50–52]. Furthermore, enzymes 
are very specific catalysts that require mild reaction conditions to exert their activity, 
which reduces the synthesis of undesirable or secondary products, and its activity 
[53] and selectivity [54] can be tuned by modifying the pressure or temperature of 
the supercritical fluid.

4.3.3.1 Enzymatic reactions in supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO2)

Most of the work published so far in the field of biocatalysis in SCF uses scCO2 as 
a reaction medium for the advantages over other SCFs, such as low cost, environmen-
tally benign nature, low toxicity, high availability, nonflammability, and low critical 
temperature. Furthermore, using scCO2 for enzymatic reactions, the extraction of 
the product is not necessary since the scCO2 becomes gas with depressurization to 
atmospheric pressure. However, other SCFs, such as fluoroform and ethane, have 
been shown to be even more suitable as reaction medium for some enzymatic catalysis 
reactions [47].

One of the first works with scCO2 was carried out by Randolph et al. [42]. They 
found that the enzyme alkaline phosphatase was active and stable in a batch reactor 
using scCO2 as solvent. The enzyme catalyzed the reaction of p-nitrophenyl disodium 
phosphate to obtain p-nitrophenol, but its activity was limited by the solubility of 
p-nitrophenyl disodium phosphate in scCO2.

The enzymes mostly used with scCO2 are lipases. Many authors have investigated 
a wide variety of reactions using this class of enzymes. Nakamura et al. [44, 55, 56] 
studied the acidolysis of triolein with stearic acid in scCO2 in batch and continuous 
processes, using four lipases, one of them in free form and the rest immobilized on a 
support. All of them were stable in scCO2, and the authors found the optimal condi-
tions to achieve the better productivity.

scCO2 has also been used to obtain optical isomers by chiral synthesis from a 
racemic mixture. Ikushima et al. [57] studied the transesterification of (±)-citronel-
lol with oleic acid using the lipase Candida cylindracea. The researchers found that 
increasing pressure of scCO2, the reaction rate increased, especially in the vicinity of 
the critical point. Around the critical point, the formation of the S ester was stere-
oselective. Endo et al. [58] also obtained chiral esters from secondary alcohols and 
short-chain fatty acids using two different immobilized lipases in scCO2.

Almeida et al. [59] carried out the transesterification reaction of butyl acetate by 
n-hexanol in supercritical ethane, scCO2, and high-pressure propane using immo-
bilized Candida antarctica lipase B (Novozym 435). The activity of Novozyme 435 
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activity was found to be similar in supercritical ethane and compressed propane, but 
about 1 order of magnitude lower in carbon dioxide under the same operating condi-
tions (35°C and 10,000 kPa). However, the reaction rate increased with temperature 
in scCO2.

One of the most determining factors to successfully carry out a reaction in bioca-
talysis is the stability of the enzyme, and the conditions involved in the use of scCO2 
can aggravate the problem. It has been shown that, in most cases, pressures below 
20 MPa do not denature enzyme [60]. However, many cases have also been described 
in scCO2 systems in which enzyme inactivation occurs [61]. Therefore, the progress 
of biocatalytic reactions in scCO2 requires the development of the stabilization 
techniques.

Immobilized Candida Antarctica lipase B (CALB) was successfully used as catalyst 
to synthesize butyl butyrate from butyl vinyl ester and 1-butanol in scCO2 with excel-
lent results. The catalytic behavior of the enzyme immobilized on an acrylic support 
was studied in a stirred tank reactor, showing that a decrease in both the water 
content and the scCO2 density enhanced the synthetic activity and selectivity [3].

4.3.3.2 scCO2/H2O biphasic systems

Matsuda et al. [62] studied a reaction using a partially purified Geotrichum 
candidum alcohol dehydrogenase in a biphasic scCO2/H2O system and observed an 
inactivation of the enzyme due to the low pH in the aqueous layer because of the high 
density of CO2 (H2CO3).

A pressurized biphasic CO2/H2O system with pyruvate decarboxylase has been 
used to catalyze a carboxylation reaction, and it has been observed that the enzyme 
loses 80% of its activity at 6 MPa [63]. In order to stabilize the enzyme, additives 
such as glycerol and trehalose have been used, and it has been immobilized on an 
ion exchange polymer. After the stabilization, the activity was maintained up to CO2 
pressurized at 11 MPa.

4.3.3.3 scCO2/ionic liquid biphasic systems

The growing interest that these systems have aroused lies in the combination of 
the excellent properties of ionic liquids as solvents to carry out numerous reactions, 
together with the magnificent qualities of scCO2 as an extraction agent; so that it 
allows any reaction to be carried out in an ionic liquid and recover the products dis-
solved in CO2 in a similar way, fast and clean (Figure 19).

Ionic liquids have also been used frequently with scCO2 to improve the stability of 
the enzymes. It has been demonstrated that some enzymes have more native, stable, 
and compact conformation in scCO2/ionic liquid system than in scCO2 [62]. Reetz et 
al. [64] demonstrated the possibility of carrying out biocatalytic processes in biphasic 
systems based on ionic liquids and SCF. As in other catalytic reactions, the success 
of this type of biphasic systems is based on the high solubility of scCO2 in the ionic 
liquid phase, while it does not present detectable solubility in the scCO2 phase and in 
the demonstrated fact that scCO2 can extract organic substances from the ionic liquid, 
without contamination of the extract by the latter [65], while the enzyme, free or 
immobilized, can be separated from the ionic liquid by a filtration process.

The development of technologies that directly provide pure products by the inte-
gration of reaction/separation processes, product recovery, and reuse of catalyst and 
solvents constitutes one of the objectives of green chemical engineering. The unique 
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properties of ionic liquids lead, when combined with (bio)catalysts and scCO2, to 
improvements, not only in catalytic efficiency (activity, enantioselectivity, stability, 
etc.), but also in the design of integrated processes for product separation (e.g., ionic 
liquid/scCO2 biphasic reactors, membrane reactors, nanodrop systems, microfluidic 
devices, supported ionic liquid phases, sponge-like ionic liquids, etc.) [66]. These 
systems can also operate in semicontinuous systems, consisting of carrying out the 
reaction within the ionic liquid, while constantly passing CO2 through the system to 
extract the products and collect them in a cold trap [64]. Biocatalytic transformations 
have been carried out under flow conditions in ionic liquids and SCFs as alternative 
nonaqueous reaction media. Several examples are provided (e.g., KR and DKR of 
sec-alcohols and amines, C–C bond formation, reduction, transamination, trans-
esterification, etc.) where the use of continuous-flow techniques enables the develop-
ment of more efficient processes and multiple reaction steps to be combined into a 
single continuous operation [67].

Other works [68] have combined ionic liquids, scCO2, and membrane technology 
to perform a biocatalytic process, i.e., the synthesis of butyl propionate, from vinyl 
propionate and 1-butanol, in a membrane bioreactor with recirculation in a biphasic 
system ionic liquid/scCO2, using ceramic tubular membranes of α-microporous 
alumina in which Candida Antarctica lipase was immobilized (Figure 20).

Recently, a chemo-enzymatic synthesis of omega-3 monoacylglycerides was car-
ried out in two consecutive catalytic steps; first, an enzymatic transesterification of 
raw fish or linseed oil with solketal for producing fatty acid solketal esters, followed 
by the hydrolysis of these solketal moieties catalyzed by solid acids (e.g., zeolites) in 
either scCO2 or sponge-like ionic liquids [69].

4.4 Other applications

SCFs can be also useful for applications related to the microelectronics processing, 
the dyeing of textiles, dry cleaning or washing of textile garments or machine parts; 
although, for now, this implies certain drawbacks by having to work discontinuously. 
Regarding this field of application, the main efforts are being focused on getting the 
parts in and out of a pressure vessel without having to open it. [70].

The treatment of toxic waste (where supercritical water can be used instead of 
incineration) and the remediation of soils are also considered as possible applications, 
although less widespread [71].

Figure 19. 
Scheme of a reaction in a biphasic ionic liquid/scCO2 system.
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scCO2 has been used as an environmentally friendly medium to deliver coat-
ing systems. Significant reductions in volatile organic compounds emission can 
be achieved by partially or totally replacing the organic solvent with CO2 in spray 
coatings. In addition to spray coatings on different substrates, CO2 processes can be 
used for powder coatings and also for the coating of preformed particles, such as 
metal powders and pharmaceuticals for controlled drug release [72] or for delivering 
biocides into wood [73].

Drug-loading implants have shown numerous advantages over simple implants. 
Impregnation in a scCO2 medium has been used to load drugs into polymeric 
implants, because it allows the recovery of the final implant, free of any solvent 
residue, and operate at a mild temperature that is suitable for processing with thermo-
sensitive compounds [74].

Moreover, the sterilization of implantable medical devices is also of paramount 
importance to avoid complications related to surgery, such as infection and rejection. 
The use of scCO2 for sterilization has recently been investigated. Aspects such as 
microorganisms that can be inactivated by scCO2, operating variables, and materials 
sterilized by scCO2 have been analyzed [75].

Recently, mold foaming process has been proposed to obtain thermoplastic poly-
urethane foam sheets using scCO2, obtaining foams with good dimensional stability 
and cell morphology and excellent flexibility [76]. For applications of monolithic 
silica aerogels, the supercritical drying of silica aerogels using scCO2 to substitute the 
liquid by gas has opened the possibility for a large-scale aerogel drying process [77].

Finally, another important field of research developed in the last two decades can 
be highlighted is the integration of SCF and ionic liquids. Reports have effectively 
shown the potential for combining ionic liquid and scCO2 systems for product extrac-
tion and separation as well as reaction media [78].

Regarding the type of operation suitable for all these applications, it can be 
stated that in processes based on SCF, continuous operation is clearly advantageous 
compared with operation in stages. This is due to small equipment, which is much 

Figure 20. 
Experimental setup of the recirculating enzymatic reactor with ionic liquid/scCO2 system. From reference [68] 
with permission of Elsevier.
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cheaper, can be used while maintaining high productivity. In the particular case of 
caffeine, the industrial process works semicontinuously with two columns, i.e., one is 
extracting while the other is being emptied and refilled again with coffee beans.

5. Conclusions

SCFs are fluids at a pressure and temperature conditions above their critical point. 
Under these conditions, these substances have very interesting properties as solvents 
(gas-like diffusivities and densities close to liquids), which can be modulated both by 
the environmental conditions (P and T) and by the presence of additional cosolvents 
for use as solvents and as reaction media. The most used supercritical fluid is carbon 
dioxide, since it has relatively low critical parameters (Pc = 72.8 bar, Tc = 31.5°C), with 
characteristics as a solvent close to organic compounds (modulable hydrophobicity), 
although it has different advantages over organics as solvent and reaction medium, 
such as high rates of matter transfer, high diffusion coefficients, zero toxicity, non-
flammability, and low cost, among others. In addition, supercritical carbon dioxide 
(scCO2) is especially advantageous, as it is cheap, nontoxic, and nonflammable and 
has a critical temperature close to room temperature and moderate critical pressure 
and can be reused. When used as a reaction medium, the products obtained can be 
easily separated since the solubility of the same in the scCO2 medium is a function 
of the pressure and temperature conditions of the scCO2, so its solvent capacity can 
be modulated. All these properties make scCO2 very attractive to be used as a “green 
design solvent.” As has been shown in this chapter, applications in different types of 
operation (extraction, reaction, obtaining nanoparticles, drying ...) and in different 
sectors (food and beverages, pharmaceutical, biomedical, microelectronics, textiles, 
forest products, petrochemicals, chemicals, environmental cleaning, production of 
synthetic fuels, polymers, coatings,...) have been growing since the 1980s.
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Chapter 2

High-Pressure Fluid Phase
Equilibria
Mercedes G. Montalbán and Gloria Víllora

Abstract

One of the crucial aspects in the design of processes of this millennium is the use of
environmentally benign technologies. The introduction of supercritical fluids (SCF)
and, in addition, their use with other solvents, such as ionic liquids, further diversify
the applications of these fluids. SCF are powerful solvents with many unique proper-
ties. They have the mobility of gases and the dissolving power of liquid solvents,
resulting in efficient high mass transfer rates and penetration into porous matrices.
However, reliable and versatile mathematical models of phase equilibrium thermody-
namics are needed for use in process design and viability studies. This chapter reviews
experimental procedures for obtaining high-pressure phase equilibria data. In addi-
tion, phase diagrams describing binary mixtures and thermodynamic models capable
of determining the conditions at phase equilibria at high pressures are considered.

Keywords: critical point, phase equilibria, experimental, synthetic, analytical,
thermodynamic modeling, equations of state, mixing rules

1. Introduction

Phase behavior of mixtures is essential in supercritical fluid (SCF) process design.
In these processes, feasibility and optimal conditions can only be established if phase
equilibrium and solubility data are available. For this reason, there are many studies
that have been carried out to elucidate the phase behavior in systems involving SCF
and, particularly, carbon dioxide + solute systems. Numerous experimental methods
for investigating high-pressure phase equilibria have been described and reviews since
the 80s to the present day have been complicated. These reviews include the experi-
mental method used and data from vapor-liquid equilibria (VLE), liquid-liquid
equilibria (LLE), vapor-liquid-liquid equilibria (VLLE), solubility of high boiling
point substances in SCF, and gas solubility in liquids [1–6].

Although the effectiveness of SCF such as supercritical water and supercritical
carbon dioxide in variety of process is very promising, any industrial supercritical
application to be designed depends on the possibility of modeling and predicting the
phase equilibria in the systems involved. Only through this knowledge, engineers will
be able to estimate feasibility and choose conditions to optimize the process. In the
same way, processes with little chance of success can be identified and rejected.
Therefore, the design of supercritical processes requires a sufficiently detailed under-
standing of the actual molecular process in SCF mixtures, and using this knowledge to
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search for correlations and develop reliable, versatile predictive models. However, this
task is not easy. There are some aspects of SCF behavior that make them especially
difficult to handle in the lab and to model. One of them is derived from the operating
conditions to achieve the supercritical state, the other is the proximity of the condi-
tions to the critical point, and another, the asymmetry of most of the SCF systems of
interest is in terms of size and the attractive forces of the molecules involved.

The purpose of this chapter is to achieve a brief review of the experimental and
analytical procedures in phase equilibrium thermodynamics of SCF systems.

2. Experimental acquisition of high-pressure fluid phase equilibrium data

This section consists of a brief review of the techniques for measuring the high-
pressure phase equilibria. A large number of experimental methods have been devel-
oped for the measurement of the phase equilibrium of fluids at high pressure [5]. This
is due to high-pressure phase behavior is often complex and difficult to predict, and
hence, no single method is appropriate to study all different systems. As a general
classification, the used methods can be divided into analytical or direct methods, and
synthetic or indirect methods, depending on how the composition of the phases is
measured. Some extensive reviews on the experimental methods used in previous
works can be found in the literature [3–5].

2.1 Analytical methods

Analytical methods involve the analytical determination of the compositions of the
co-existing phases. They can be subdivided into static, recirculating, and flow
methods, depending on the technique used to achieve phase equilibrium.

The static method is represented in Figure 1 [7]. A liquid-vapor mixture is inside
the cell, whose pressure and temperature are controlled. A stirring system is normally
used to facilitate phase equilibrium. Once this equilibrium is reached, small samples
are taken from both the vapor phase and the liquid phase and their composition is
analyzed. The main drawback of this method is that the sampling can alter the
equilibrium of the phases. Static analytical methods have been widely used in the
literature for measuring the phase equilibria [8–10].

The second analytical method is the recirculation method, which is shown in Figure 2.
In this method, the liquid phase and the vapor phase are recirculated in parallel flow to
achieve a better mixing between phases and to guarantee that the phase equilibrium is
reached. It uses a closed cell similar to that of the static method. The composition of the
phases is determined by collecting the corresponding samples through the sampling
valves that are on-line connected to an analysis equipment. Then, main drawbacks of
this method are that undesirable pressure gradients across the equilibrium cell can be
provoked by the circulation pump and the need for a uniform temperature field to
avoid partial condensation or vaporization in the recirculation lines [5]. This method has
been widely described in previous works [11–13].

In the flow method, which is represented in Figure 3, high-pressure pumps are in
charge of feed the preheated components into a static mixer where the equilibrium is
attained. The feed stream from the mixer is separated into a vapor and liquid phases in
an equilibrium cell. A liquid or heavy phase is continuously withdrawn from the
bottom of the equilibrium cell, while the vapor or light phase is withdrawn from the
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top. Both phases are then depressurized, properly collected, and analyzed. Flow
methods have the advantage that sampling does not alter the equilibrium. In addition,
large quantities of sample for analysis can be generated when components are in very
low concentrations because the run time of the experiment can be extended to accu-
mulate more material. This method is preferred when working with compounds that
are temperature-sensitive due to the short residence time of the components in the
equipment. As a drawback, this method can be only used for systems that need short
times to achieve phase equilibrium [5]. Several authors have used flow methods to
obtain equilibrium data [14–16].

Figure 1.
Static method.

Figure 2.
Recirculation method.
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2.2 Synthetic methods

Synthetic methods are based on the preparation of a mixture of precisely known
composition, the observation of the phase behavior in an equilibrium cell, and the
measurement of the properties in the equilibrium state, for example, pressure and
temperature. Therefore, no sampling is necessary and hence, no alteration of the
equilibrium can occur [5]. Figure 4 shows an example of the experimental device.

Synthetic methods can be used for systems with or without phase transition:

• Synthetic methods with phase transition: Temperature and pressure values are
adjusted so that the mixture is homogeneous, that is, there is only a phase. After a
variation of pressure or temperature, the formation of a new phase can be

Figure 3.
Flow method.

Figure 4.
Scheme of a possible experimental device for a synthetic method.
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observed. The new phase can be detected by visual observation [17–19] or by
changes in certain physical properties [20–22].

• Synthetic methods without phase transition: These methods are less frequent than
synthetic methods with phase transition. Equilibrium properties such as pressure,
temperature, phase volumes, and densities are measured and phase compositions
are calculated using thematerial balance. They can be isothermal or isobaric [23–25].

Synthetic methods can be used when the analytical methods are not suitable. For
instance, when the coexisting phases have a similar density, as occurs in the critical
region [3]. However, visual observation of a new phase is difficult for those systems in
which both phases have approximately the same refractive index [26]. This method is
not practical for multicomponent systems because the tie lines cannot be determined
without carrying out additional experiments [5]. The great advantages of synthetic
methods are that the experimental procedures are usually easy and quick and that
analytical equipment and complex sampling are not required.

3. Classification of the phase diagrams for binary mixtures

When a system consists of more than one substance, it is important to determine
how the composition of the phases in equilibrium varies with temperature, pressure,
and/or the initial composition of the system. These changes are key to carry out the
well-known unit operations used industrially, such as distillation and extraction.

In isolated systemswithout applied external fields, composite systems tend to homog-
enize (although if the limit of stability is reached, separate phases of different composition
are segregated, but always of homogeneous chemical potential in equilibrium).Whether a
binary mixture remains a stable homogeneous fluid or is divided into two or more phases
in equilibrium is determined by its thermodynamic stability. Amixture can be considered
stable when its Gibbs- or Helmholtz-free energy is at a minimum.

In the case of two component systems, three variables are required to graphically
represent the stability field of a homogeneous region (single-phase), which makes
necessary a three-dimensional diagram. For convenience, a constant variable (pres-
sure, temperature, or composition) is usually maintained and two-dimensional phase
diagrams are represented, which are the cross sections of the three-dimensional rep-
resentation.

The phase diagram to describe binary mixtures depends on the behavior of the
species. At high pressures, a wide variety of phase behaviors can occur. Van
Konynenburg and Scott [27] classified the behavior of the phases of binary mixtures
into six types of pressure-temperature diagrams, considering van der Waals equation
of state and quadratic mixing rules. Figure 5 presents the different types of phase
diagrams [28].

The Type I diagram (Figure 5) represents a phase behavior that frequently occurs
when the two components of the mixture have critical properties of the same magni-
tude or a similar interaction energy and molecular size [29]. It is characterized by a
continuous critical site between the two critical points of the two pure components
and does not show any region of liquid-liquid immiscibility between the components
[7]. An example of binary mixture showing type I behavior was found by Wei et al.
[30] for the mixture of methane + ethane, in which both components are similar
nonpolar molecules.
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The Type II phase behavior is similar to Type I, but presents a zone of liquid-liquid
immiscibility at low temperatures. As can be seen in Figure 5, there is a vapor-liquid-
liquid (VLLE) line, along which the three phases (two liquids and one vapor) are in
equilibrium, whose end is called the upper critical end point (UCEP). At that point,
the two liquid phases come together and merge into a single liquid phase. The end of
the liquid-liquid line is called the upper critical solution temperature (UCST), where
the two liquids come together to form a single liquid phase when the system temper-
ature increases. An example of this type of phase behavior can be found in the carbon
dioxide-1-butanol system [31, 32]. The authors found that CO2 solubility in 1-butanol
decreases with increasing temperature, while increasing when pressure raises,
although the solubility of 1-butanol in CO2 is relatively low and shows no major
changes as temperature or pressure varies, except in the vicinity of the critical point.
It was found that vapor-liquid equilibrium exists in a large range of experimental
conditions and that the liquid-liquid-vapor zone ends at an UCEP at 22.99 bar and
259.25 K.

Figure 5.
Different types of phase behavior in binary fluid systems. C: Critical point, V: Vapor, L: Liquid, C1: Critical point
of the most volatile component, C2: Critical point of least volatile component, LCEP: Lower critical end point.
UCEP: Upper critical end point. Dashed curves are critical [28].
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Type III phase behavior is frequently found in mixtures of components with high
immiscibility. In these systems, the liquid-liquid line rises to higher temperatures and
eventually intersects with the vapor-liquid curve, resulting in a discontinuous critical
curve. This critical curve begins at the critical point of the least volatile component C2
and spread to higher pressures, while the natural change from vapor-liquid to liquid-
liquid occurs. The other critical curve runs from the critical point of the most volatile
component C1 to the UCEP, in which the liquid and vapor phases are critically linked
in a single fluid phase in the presence of another liquid phase. An example of the type
III phase behavior is the carbon dioxide-1-hexanol mixture [33]. This binary system
exhibits a phase behavior with three critical curves: a critical vapor-liquid curve that
starts from the least volatile component, that is, 1-octanol, and continues with another
liquid-liquid curve toward higher pressures, and the third, again a critical vapor-liquid
curve, starting from the most volatile component, that is, CO2, and ending at UCEP,
where intersects with the three-phase equilibrium curve (VLLE).

Type IV and type V phase behaviors are quite similar to types II and I, respectively
[34]. The main difference lies in the liquid-vapor critical line that no longer continu-
ously joins the critical points of pure components. The critical line starting from pure
component two ends in a three-phase line from which a second critical line arises,
which is connected to the critical point of the lightest pure component 1. At the
intersection between the three-phase line and the critical lines are two critical end
points: The one with the lowest temperature is called the lower critical end point
(LCEP) and another with the highest temperature UCEP. These phase behaviors
usually occur when the critical properties of the two components are very different
because there are large differences in structure, molecular size, or intermolecular
forces. An example of Type IV phase behavior has been shown by Kodama et al. [35]
for the mixture ethane +1-butanol. They studied the phase equilibria and saturated
densities of this system at high pressures using a static circulation apparatus at
313.15 K. The CO2 + nitrobenzene binary system can be mentioned as example of type
V phase behavior. Hou et al. [36] studied this system in a high-pressure variable
volume view cell using an analytical method. Phase boundaries were measured at
temperatures of 298.15, 310.45, and 322.75 K under pressures between 2.76 and
12.83 MPa and they found that three-phase equilibria exist in a temperature range of
303.60 to 313.65 K. Experimental data could be correlated with the Peng-Robinson
equation of state (PR EoS) and two binary parameters.

Type VI phase behavior is presented by some rare fluid mixtures. They are char-
acterized because they show a three-phase line that begins in an LCEP and ends in a
UCEP. The two critical end points are connected by a critical liquid-liquid curve
showing an elliptical minimum-pressure critical point. This type of phase behavior is
also characterized by a continuous vapor-liquid critical locus extending between the
two critical points of pure components. The behavior of type VI is not derived from
the Van der Waals equation so van Konynenburg and Scott [27] did not include it in
their initial classification.

Konynenburg and Scott’s classification was presented as a succession of unrelated
phase diagram types; that is, a given binary system belongs to a single type (from I to
VI) of fluid phase behavior. However, after the publication of Van der Waals’ thesis, it
is known that there is a continuous path between liquid and vapor; therefore, there
must be a continuous path between the six types of phase behavior. Transitions from
one type to another are often observed experimentally in homologous series. For
example, systems (CO2 + n-C12), (CO2 + n-C13), and (CO2 + n-C14) exhibit phase
diagrams of type II, type IV and type III, respectively. Then, there is a relationship
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between the size difference and the interactions and the type of resulting phase
behavior. These phase transitions can be reproduced by an equation of state and
modeling homologous series; however, this is not the best option because the transi-
tion from one type to another would be observed for a number of carbon atoms,
which would not be an integer. To obviate this problem, it is better to choose a well-
defined binary system and vary the binary interaction parameter between the com-
ponents. In this way, the interactions between the two molecules change and the
transitions between types of phase behavior can be continuously observed [28].

Figure 6 illustrates the evolution of phase diagrams. The transition between each
type of phase diagram can be explained by considering the size effects of molecules
and the repulsive interactions between them.

4. Thermodynamic modeling of high-pressure fluid phase equilibria

If a liquid mixture is in equilibrium with a vapor mixture being both at the same
temperature (T) and pressure (P), for every component i in a mixture the condition of
thermodynamic equilibrium is given by the following expression [37]:

f̂
V
i ¼ f̂

L
i (1)

where f̂
V
i and f̂

L
i are the fugacities of the component i in the vapor and liquid

phases, respectively.
Fugacity can be expressed in terms of the fugacity coefficient so Eq. (1) can be

expressed also as follows:

yiϕ̂
V
i P ¼ xiϕ̂

L
i P (2)

Figure 6.
Possible transitions between the different types of phase diagrams. Adapted from [28].
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where yi and xi are the mole fractions of the component i in the vapor and liquid
phase, respectively. The fugacity coefficients of the liquid and vapor phases can be
calculated from the following thermodynamic expression [37]:

ln ϕ̂i ¼
1
RT

ð∞
V

∂P
∂ni

� �

T,V,ni 6¼j

� RT
V

" #
dV � ln

Pv
RT

� �
(3)

where R is the gas constant, V is the total volume of the phase, v is the molar
volume of the phase, and ni and nj are the moles of components i and j, respectively.
The fugacities can be calculated from a simple equation of state.

4.1 Equations of state

An equation of state (EoS) is an algebraic relation between P, V, and T, which
serves for describing some behavior of Nature. In this section, we will discuss the most
common EoS models. The well-known van der Waals equation of state (vdW EoS)
was proposed in 1873 and was the first equation able to represent liquid-vapor coex-
istence to binary mixtures [38]:

P ¼ RT
v� b

� a
v2

(4)

The wdW EoS is a cubic EoS based on molecular interactions of attraction and
repulsion. It can quantitatively predict most of the phase equilibrium behaviors
exhibited by binary mixtures (39). However, the calculations are quantitatively inac-
curate. Because of this, a large number of modifications to the vdW EoS have been
developed, some of which (the most important) will be reviewed here.

For high-pressure phase equilibrium, the most widely used equations are the Peng-
Robinson (PR) [40] and the Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) [41] EoS.

The PR EoS has the following form for pure components:

P ¼ RT
v� b

� a T½ �
v vþ bð Þ þ b v� bð Þ (5)

where P,T, v, and R are the pressure, temperature, molar volume and the ideal gas
constant, respectively, while a[T] and b are the PR constants that are obtained from
the critical temperature (Tc), critical pressure (Pc) and acentric factor (ω) as describe
below:

a T½ � ¼ 0:45724
R2T2

c

Pc

� �
α Tr½ � (6)

Tr ¼ T
Tc

(7)

α Tr½ � ¼ 1þm 1� T0:5
r

� �� �2 (8)

m ¼ 0:37464þ 1:54226ω� 0:26992ω2 (9)

b ¼ 0:0778
RTc

Pc

� �
(10)
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The above equations closely reproduce vapor-liquid equilibria measurements for a
number of different systems.

For its part, the SRK EoS is defined by the following equations:

P ¼ RT
v� b

� a T½ �
v vþ bð Þ (11)

a T½ � ¼ 0:42747
R2T2

c

Pc

� �
α Tr½ � (12)

m ¼ 0:48þ 1:574ω� 0:176ω2 (13)

b ¼ 0:08664
RTc

Pc

� �
(14)

where Tr and α[Tr] are calculated with Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively.
SRK and PR EoS are able to precisely model phase equilibrium based solely on the

critical properties and acentric factors of the pure compounds. As a drawback, both
EoS have limitations for predicting the densities of saturated liquids and low accuracy
when working with highly polar systems.

Some years later, Stryjek and Vera (SV) [42] developed a variation of PR EoS by
modifying the temperature-dependent function, α[Tr], to broaden the range of
application to polar compounds. The variation is shown in Eq. (15):

m ¼ 0:379þ 1:490ω� 0:171ω2 þ 0:020ω3� �þ κ1 1þ T
Tc

� �0:5
 !

0:7 � T
Tc

� �� �

(15)

where κ1 is an adjustable parameter, which is characteristic of each pure com-
pound.

Patel and Teja (PT) also [43] proposed a new cubic EoS that reproduce the good
features of the SRK and PR EoS for nonpolar fluids but, at the same time, overcomes
some of the limitations of these equations for polar systems such as heavy hydrocar-
bons. The PT EoS is shown in Eq. (16):

P ¼ RT
v� b

� a T½ �
v vþ bð Þ þ c v� bð Þ (16)

where

a T½ � ¼ Ωa
R2T2

c

Pc

� �
α Tr½ � (17)

b ¼ Ωb
RTc

Pc
(18)

c ¼ Ωc
RTc

Pc
(19)

Ωc ¼ 1� ζc (20)

Ωa ¼ 3ζ2c þ 3 1� 2ζcð ÞΩb þΩb
2 þ 1� 3ζc (21)
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and Ωb is the smallest positive root of the following equation:

Ωb
3 þ 2� 3ζcð ÞΩb

2 þ 3ζc
2Ωb � ζc

3 ¼ 0 (22)

For α Tr½ �, the same function of reduced temperature that was described for the
SRK and PR was used (see Eq. (8)).

ζc ¼
PcVc

RTc
(23)

The critical compressibility factor ζc is treated as an empirical parameter. The
optimal values of ζc and m correspond to the minimum deviation in saturated liquid
densities and the equilibrium condition of equality of fugacities. Therefore, the pro-
posed equation using optimum values of ζc and m can provide good prediction of
liquid phase densities and vapor-liquid equilibria [43]. For nonpolar substances, ζc
and m are calculated as follows:

ζc ¼ 0:329� 0:077ωþ 0:021ω2 (24)

m ¼ 0:452þ 1:310ω� 0:296ω2 (25)

4.2 Mixing rules

In order to adapt the above EoS to a binary mixture, the characteristics parameters
a, b, and c must be obtained using mixing rules. Commonly, the “one fluid” wdW
mixing rules are used when the mixture is assumed to behave as a pure component
with appropriate parameters. It can be expressed as follows:

amix ¼
X

i

X
j
xixjaij (26)

aij ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aiaj

p
1� kij
� �

(27)

where aij is a cross-parameter and kij is the binary interaction parameter obtained
from the correlation of the experimental data.

b ¼
X

i
xibi (28)

c ¼
X

i
xici (29)

For normal fluids, the above equations can give reasonable correlation with the
experimental data. However, modifications of the wdW mixing rules for polar or
highly non-ideal compounds are required. For instance, Panagiotopoulos and Reid
[44] defined a two-parameter mixing rule, for the aij term and another binary
interaction parameter kji (Eq. (30)):

aij ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aiaj

p
1� kij þ kij � kji

� �
xi

� �
(30)

The Panagiotopoulos and Reid mixing rule and others [42, 45] allow that the
EoS would be adapted at different compositions. More recently, Mathias et al. [46]
proposed the well-known Mathias-Klotz-Prausnitz (MKP) mixing rule that is shown
below:
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a ¼
X

i

X
j
xixj

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aiaj

p
1� kij
� �þ

X
i
xi
X

j
xj

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aiaj

p� �13
l
1
3
ji

�3

(31)

where kij is a symmetric binary parameter and lji is antisymmetric.
With this approach, the MKP mixing rules has contributed to a better representa-

tion of the phase behavior of highly non-ideal mixtures and systems formed by two
very similar components and a very different third one [46].

5. Conclusion

From the review of experimental methods and thermodynamic models to describe
the behavior of high-pressure systems, it can be concluded that the applicability of
SCF depends largely on the availability of models that allow us to predict phase
equilibria in the systems involved. There is an extensive amount of experimental data
on high-pressure phase equilibria in the literature, although SCF systems are particu-
larly difficult due to the high compressibility and asymmetry of most systems of
interest.

A large number of experimental methods have been developed for the measure-
ment of the phase equilibria of fluids at high pressure, both analytical, involving the
analytical determination of the compositions of the co-existing phases, and synthetic,
which are based on the preparation of a mixture of precisely known composition, the
observation of phase behavior in an equilibrium cell, and the measurement of
properties in the equilibrium state.

For high-pressure binary systems, a wide variety of phase behaviors can occur.
Van Konynenburg and Scott’s classification (six types of pressure-temperature dia-
grams, considering the van der Waals equation of state and the rules of quadratic
mixture) have been used to analyze the phase behavior of binary mixtures.

An equation of state (EoS) is an algebraic relation between P, V, and T, which
serves for describing some behavior of Nature. The most common EoS models have
been described in this chapter. The cubic wdW EoS, based on molecular interactions
of attraction and repulsion, can quantitatively predict most of the phase equilibrium
behaviors exhibited by binary mixtures. Mixing rules are necessary to adapt EoS to
binary mixtures.
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Chapter 3

Application of Supercritical Phase 
Equilibria to the Components of 
the Transesterification Reaction of 
rac-2-Pentanol with a Vinyl Ester
Mercedes G. Montalbán and Gloria Víllora

Abstract

This chapter illustrates the collection of phase equilibrium and high-pressure 
solubility data applied to four binary systems, (CO2 + 2-pentanol, CO2 + vinyl butyr-
ate, CO2 + 2-pentyl butyrate and CO2 + butyric acid) at three temperatures of (313.15, 
323.15, and 333.15) K and pressures up to 11 MPa. These four organic compounds 
were selected because they are implicated in the kinetic resolution of rac-2-pentanol, 
and their phase equilibria play an important role in the separation processes of the 
reaction compounds. Equilibrium data were obtained using a synthetic method in 
a high-pressure cell of variable volume. All systems were found to have type I phase 
behavior. Experimental high-pressure data showed a good correlation with density-
based models and by the well-known Peng-Robinson (PR) and Soave-Redlich-Kwong 
(SRK) EoS coupled with the quadratic mixing rule in a semipredictive approach to 
describe the phase equilibrium topology of the four binary mixtures.

Keywords: high-pressure phase equilibrium, supercritical carbon dioxide,  
equation of state, mixing rule, 2-pentanol, vinyl butyrate, 2-pentyl butyrate, butyric acid

1. Introduction

The chapter presents a work based on the study of the behavior in supercriti-
cal medium of the reactants and products of the transesterification reaction of 
rac-2-pentanol with vinyl butyrate. A particular feature of this reaction is that 
rac-2-pentanol contains an asymmetrical carbon, and hence, it is formed by a racemic 
mixture of two enantiomers (R and S). The lipase enzyme that catalyzes this reaction 
is stereoselective so it favors the reaction of only one of the enantiomeric forms of the 
rac-2-pentanol, specifically the (R)-2-pentanol.

This reaction is of great importance from the point of view of the pharmaceutical 
industry because (S)-2-pentanol is obtained, and this is a basic intermediate com-
pound in the synthesis of drugs against the Alzheimer disease. In general, the reaction 
of rac-2-pentanol with any vinyl ester is represented in Figure 1. This figure shows 
the reactants, vinyl ester (R-COO-CH=CH2) and rac-2-pentanol, the compounds 
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obtained by the synthesis route, (R)-2-pentyl ester and (S)-2-pentanol, and the 
compound that results from the hydrolysis reaction, the acid. The hydrolysis is the 
undesired reaction and parallelly competes with the desired reaction.

As can be seen, the first step consists of the formation of an enzyme-substrate 
complex between the vinyl ester and the lipase enzyme. As a consequence of the for-
mation of this intermediate, vinyl alcohol is released, which by presenting a hydrogen 
atom attached to one of the carbon atoms adjacent to the carbonyl group is forming 
a keto-enolic equilibrium highly displaced toward the keto form, i.e., it is found as 
acetaldehyde. This fact contributes to removing vinyl alcohol from the medium and 
preventing that the vinyl ester will be formed again (which would be the reverse 
reaction to the desired reaction), being possible to achieve large final conversions, by 
favoring the displacement of equilibrium.

In the second reaction stage, there can be two possibilities:

• Hydrolysis: it is the reaction of the enzyme-substrate complex with water, giving 
rise to an acid and the regeneration of the enzyme in its initial state.

• Synthesis: the reaction of the complex with rac-2-pentanol forming the (R)-2-
pentyl ester, also regenerating the enzyme.

As can be deduced from the above, the water present in the medium plays a funda-
mental role in the formation of (R)-2-pentyl ester, which is the product of interest. As 
the kinetic constant of hydrolysis is much greater than that of synthesis, for synthesis 
to predominate over hydrolysis, the concentration of the second substrate must be 
much higher than that of water, since this will achieve that:

 kH ·[H2O] < < kS · [rac-2-pentanol] 

where [H2O] is the concentration of water in the medium, [rac-2-pentanol] is the 
concentration of the second substrate, and kH and kS are the hydrolysis and synthesis 

Figure 1. 
Stoichiometric scheme of racemic resolution of rac-2-pentanol catalyzed by a lipase.
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constants, respectively. Accordingly, if the amount of water in the medium is con-
trolled, it will be possible to minimize the speed of the hydrolysis reaction compared 
with that of synthesis.

Although an overview has been given here, in this particular work the vinyl ester 
studied will be vinyl butyrate, and the products are those corresponding to this ester: 
2-pentyl butyrate and butyric acid.

The study of phase equilibria of mixtures involving CO2 and other compounds 
at high pressure and under supercritical conditions is of crucial importance for their 
application in a wide range of operations related to the chemical industry such as reac-
tion, extraction, fractionation, separation of mixtures, supercritical chromatography, 
synthesis, and/or fabrication of nanostructured porous materials metal support, or 
formation of nanocrystals, etc. [1]. It is therefore essential that experimental equilib-
rium data are reliable and accurate for the optimization of the involved processes [2].

Due to the high number of applications of scCO2, many authors have studied 
in depth the behavior of systems (CO2 + organic compounds) under high-pressure 
conditions. Isothermal data from binary systems CO2+ different alcohols have been 
measured and correlations have been obtained for prediction purposes [1, 3–10]. 
Thermodynamic knowledge of the high-pressure phase behavior of carbon dioxide 
+ alcohol mixtures is essential for the design and optimization of many supercritical 
fluid extraction and supercritical fluid chromatography processes in sectors of great 
importance such as the oil and natural gas industry and in the food, pharmaceutical, 
cosmetic, and surfactant industries [1]. High-pressure equilibrium data from other 
organic compounds with scCO2 can be found in the literature, such as alkanes [11], 
acids [12], ketones [13], amides [13], aromatic compounds such as pyrrole [14, 15], 
furans [16], or nitriles [17, 18]. As stated in Chapter 2, in recent decades, several 
reviews have been published that collect a large number of experimental data of high-
pressure phase equilibrium in different systems, most of which are binary systems 
involving CO2 [19–21]. These reviews classify the results based on the experimental 
procedure used to obtain them.

As an example, this chapter shows how to obtain phase equilibrium and high-
pressure solubility data applied to four binary systems (CO2 + organic compound). 
The four organic components are those involved in the kinetic resolution of rac-
2-pentanol by transesterification of vinyl butyrate catalyzed by a lipase. The scheme 
in Figure 1 shows the stoichiometry of the reaction. The compound of interest is 
(S)-2-pentanol, which is a key intermediate necessary for the synthesis of several 
drugs for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease that inhibit the release and/or synthesis 
of β-amyloid peptide [22]. The enzymatic resolution of rac-2-pentanol by Candida 
antarctica lipase B has been demonstrated. Commercially available C. antarctica lipase 
B efficiently catalyzed the enantioselective acetylation of rac-2-pentanol yielding an 
enantiomeric excess (ee) of 99% for (S)-2-pentanol [23].

For long, the excellent properties that scCO2 has for the dissolution, extraction, 
and transport of chemical compounds are well known. This is due to its low viscosity, 
low surface tension, and high diffusion coefficients. The diffusivity of the substrates 
in scCO2 allows an excellent mass transfer and is a clean alternative to conventional 
organic solvents that can contribute to the integration of reaction and separation pro-
cesses in a single stage. The measurement of the high-pressure phase equilibrium data 
of binary mixtures (CO2 + 2-pentanol, vinyl butyrate, 2-pentyl butyrate, or butyric 
acid) and the determination of the solubility between CO2 and the organic compound 
would make it possible to establish the ability of CO2 to separate reaction products 
and optimize the operating conditions to carry out such separation. Nevertheless, 
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scCO2 could have an adverse effect on the enzyme and cause deactivation due to the 
decrease in the pH of the enzyme microenvironment, to the covalent modification of 
the free amino groups on the surface of the protein forming carbamates and/or to the 
pressurization/depressurization cycles [24]. As discussed in Chapter 2, to solve these 
possible problems, the use of scCO2/ionic liquid biphasic systems has been proposed. 
Ionic liquids have also been considered “green” solvents due to their negligible vapor 
pressure, and they can contribute to supply of a nonaqueous catalytic medium [25]. 
The success of these biphasic systems is based on the practical insolubility of the ionic 
liquid in scCO2 and the high solubility of scCO2 in the ionic liquid, in such a way that 
the extraction of organic compounds from the ionic liquid is facilitated by scCO2 
without cross-contamination of the organic compound with the ionic liquid [26, 27].

One of the objectives of this study was to obtain experimental measurements of 
the high-pressure phase equilibrium of the systems (CO2 + 2-pentanol), (CO2 + vinyl 
butyrate), (CO2 + 2-pentyl butyrate), and (CO2 + butyric acid) in isothermal tests at 
temperatures of 313.15, 323.15, and 333.15 K. Another aim was to obtain the correla-
tions of the experimental data using density-based models and by Peng-Robinson 
(PR) [28] and Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) [29] EoS together with the quadratic 
mixture rule providing a semipredictive approach that describes the phase equilibria 
of the four binary systems. To obtain the correlations, the acentric factor (ω) was esti-
mated using the Lee-Kessler group contribution method, and the critical temperature 
and critical pressure (Tc, Pc,) values of the organic compounds were obtained from 
the literature or were estimated using the Joback group contribution method.

2. Apparatus and experimental procedure

To obtain the experimental values of phase equilibrium of binary systems 
(CO2 + 2-pentanol), (CO2 + vinyl butyrate), (CO2 + 2-pentyl butyrate), and 
(CO2 + butyric acid), the commercial Super Phase Monitor equipment (SPM system, 
Thar Technologies, Inc., USA) was used, which is shown in the scheme of Figure 2. 
The most important elements of the device are: a high-pressure pump, a thermostated 
cell of variable volume, provided with two sapphire windows to locate a camera and a 
lighting source, a visual device, and a control software provided by the supplier. The 
cell has an agitator and a piston cylinder that moves by a hydraulic pump. The volume 
of the cell is determined by the position of the piston. The CO2 is fed to the cell by a 
syringe pump (Teledyne ISCO, model 500D, USA), provided with a pressure control-
ler. The pump has a cooling system connected to a thermostatic water bath (Frigiterm, 
J.P. Selecta S.A., Spain) that keeps the CO2 in liquid phase. The measuring cell allows 
visual observation of its interior through the sapphire windows, and the image is 
collected in a video system that displays the image on the computer monitor.

A synthetic method was used to carry out the measurements of phase equilibria. 
The procedure followed has been described elsewhere [30]. Briefly, first, the cell 
was purged with CO2 at low pressure to remove the air from inside of the cell. The 
organic compound was then weighed with an accuracy of 0.1 mg with an analytical 
scale (Sartorius, model ED 1245, Germany) and loaded into the cell with a syringe. 
Then compressed CO2 was introduced into the cell using the syringe pump. The 
molar fraction of the binary mixture within the cell was determined on the base of 
the CO2 loaded mass, calculated by the volume displaced by the pump and the CO2 
density, obtained from NIST [31], at the selected pressure and temperature values. 
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It was estimated that the mass of CO2 when each experiment begins, after purging, 
was <1% and was ignored.

With the components inside the cell, the temperature was set at the selected value 
and the pressure was raised by moving the plunger to reduce the volume of the cell until 
a homogeneous phase was observed. The system was then kept in agitation for about 
30 minutes to ensure that the system was in equilibrium. From this moment, the volume 
was increased by 80 μL in a staggered way, displacing the piston, and recording the 
pressure of the cell until a second phase was observed. Each experiment was repeated at 
least twice. Figure 3 shows, as an example, the determination of the bubble point from 
a graph of depressurization of a mixture (CO2 + 2-pentanol) at 313.15 K (molar fraction 
of CO2: 0.541). As can be observed, the pressure displacement of the piston (correlated 
with cell volume) line changes slope when a new phase with a different isothermal 
compressibility appears. The intersection of the two lines corresponds to the equilib-
rium pressure, as described by Thamanavat et al. [14, 32]. This procedure was repeated 
at temperatures of 313.15, 323.15, and 333.15 K to obtain isothermal curves.

Figure 2. 
Scheme of the high-pressure phase equilibrium apparatus. From reference [30] with permission of Elsevier.

Figure 3. 
Pressure-volume relation for the depressurization of (CO2 + 2-pentanol) at 313.15 K; CO2 mole fraction: 0.541.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1 Experimental phase equilibrium data

Figures 4 and 5 show the comparison of the experimental values and those 
calculated from Peng-Robinson and Soave-Redlich-Kwong EoS and quadratic mixing 
rule for the systems studied in the form of isotherms (313.15, 323.15, and 333.15 K) of 
pressure composition (P, x). These figures also show the bubble points measured for 
all systems. With respect to the experimental measurements previously published  
[2, 9, 33, 34], the data reported by the authors agree, with deviations less than 
0.3 MPa, even they are even more accurate due to the modifications made in the 
experimental procedure. As can be seen in Figures 5 and 6, the bubble pressure 
increases when the molar fraction of CO2 is increased for all isotherms, indicating 
that the liquid phase, rich in organic compound, can dissolve more CO2. However, at 
a constant pressure, the solubility of CO2 in the above phase is reduced for all systems 
when the temperature is increased. In this work, for the temperature and molar frac-
tion values used, three phases were not detected, but all binary mixtures exhibited 
critical mixture curves with a maximum pressure-temperature located in the range of 
critical temperatures of the organic compound and CO2. This phase behavior cor-
responds in all cases to Type I according to the Scott and Konynenburg classification 
[35]. As explained in Chapter 2, it is represented by a critical curve that links up the 
critical points of pure compounds in the P-T phase diagram.

Figure 4. 
Experimental data and calculated phase equilibrium behavior for carbon dioxide + organic compound at  

 313.15 K,  323.15 K, and  333.15 K with Peng-Robinson EoS and quadratic mixing rule. (a) 2-pentanol;  
(b) butyric acid; (c) vinyl butyrate; (d) 2-pentyl butyrate. From reference [30] with permission of Elsevier.
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3.2 Density-based models

The density of CO2 was obtained by the Chrastil Equation [36], which is a linear equa-
tion that relates the solubility of the organic compound and the density of scCO2. This 
equation has been used to study supercritical gaseous solutions with low solute concentra-
tion and to determine the accuracy of experimentally obtained solubility measurements.

Henry’s law is normally used to study the solubility of a gas in a liquid. It shows 
that the amount of gas that can be dissolved in a liquid depends linearly on its partial 
pressure. However, some deviations from Henry’s law are observed at high pres-
sures and, then, it is not suitable for obtaining the solubility of supercritical fluids in 
organic liquids. The semiempirical Eqs. (1) and (2) were obtained, modifying Henry’s 
law, by Hernández et al. [37] to determine the solubility of a supercritical fluid in a 
liquid in terms of the molar fraction of the supercritical fluid in the liquid phase. Eq. 
(1) gives better solubility values when positive deviations to Henry’s law are presented 
for the mixture, and Eq. (2) is more suitable for mixtures with negative deviations 
from Henry’s law.

 ( ) ( ) ( )ρ= +2 2ln scCO scCOx Aln B constanttemperature    (1)

 ( ) ( ) ( )ρ
′ ′= +2

2
ln

ln scCO
scCOx A B constanttemperature

P
  (2)

Figure 5. 
Experimental data and calculated phase equilibrium behavior for carbon dioxide + organic compound at  313.15 K, 

 323.15 K, and  333.15 K with Soave-Redlich-Kwong EoS and the quadratic mixing rule. (a) 2-pentanol;  
(b) butyric acid; (c) vinyl butyrate; (d) 2-pentyl butyrate. From reference [30] with permission of Elsevier.
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where 2scCOx  is the mole fraction of scCO2, P is the pressure (MPa), ρ 2scCO is  the 
supercritical carbon dioxide density (kg/m3), and A, B, A’, and B’ are the fitting 
parameters, which are obtained from the regression of the experimental data. Table 1 
shows the fitting parameters and the regression coefficients, R2 and R2’, obtained for 
the studied binary systems.

Figure 6 shows the results of the fittings at 313.15, 323.15, and 333.15 K. The 
following order was found for the solubility of CO2 in the organic compounds for all 
temperatures: 2-pentanol > butyric acid > esters. From these results, it can be induced 
that the relative polarity of CO2 and the organic compounds has an important con-
tribution to the CO2 solubility [38]. From these results, it can be concluded that the 
unreacted (S)-2-pentanol could be recovered from a biphasic system liquid ionic/CO2, 
since the solubility of CO2 in 2-pentanol is higher than that in the other compounds 
involved in the transesterification reaction and would allow the successful separation 
of the racemic mixture.

3.3 Thermodynamic modeling

As was reported on Chapter 2, the available literature shows a vast compilation 
of EoS to predict phase behavior of binary systems. Among them, Peng-Robinson 
[28] and Soave-Redlich-Kwong [29] EoS, which are cubic equations, are widely used 
because of their simplicity and accuracy. The experimental data obtained in this study 
were fitted using the two EoS mentioned above, which were combined with quadratic 
(Q ) mixing rules with two binary interaction parameters (BIP) designated as kij, lij.

Figure 6. 
Linear correlation between ln(xCO2) and ln(ρCO2/p) for binary mixtures of CO2 with 2-pentanol ( ), butyric 
acid ( ), vinyl butyrate ( ), and 2-pentyl butyrate ( ) at a) 313.15 K; b) 323.15 K; c) 333.15 K. from reference 
[30] with permission of Elsevier.
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To correlate the data, the Phase Equilibria 2000 (PE2000) software, developed 
by Brunner et al. [39], was used. This software employs the Simplex-Nelder-Mead 
algorithm [40] to optimize binary interaction parameters. Critical parameters were 
estimated by the contribution method of the Joback group [41] or taken from the 
literature [42–45], and acentric factors were estimated by the Lee-Kessler group 
contribution method [46]. Table 2 collects the values of the critical parameters used.

Figures 4 and 5 show the experimental and calculated data obtained with EoS. 
A great agreement was found between the experimental and calculated data for all 
mixtures with Peng-Robinson and Soave-Redlich-Kwong EoS.

Table 3 shows the BIP used with the Peng-Robinson and Soave-Redlich-Kwong 
EoS for each system and temperature. The suitability of using the modeling approach 
to correlate the experimental bubble point data with the points calculated by Peng-
Robinson and Soave-Redlich-Kwong EoS was assessed from the relative mean square 
deviation (RMSD). The found values are collected in Table 4.

As a consequence of the analysis of the results, it can be observed that, for pres-
sures close to the critical point of the system, the molar fraction of the organic com-
ponent in the vapor phase increased for all the mixtures studied as the temperature 
increased at constant pressure. This means that the solvation capacity of the vapor 
phase (rich in CO2) increases when its density increased to reach the critical point of 
the mixture. In addition, when the temperature increases, the chemical potential of 
the organic compound also increases.

The experimental results and the results obtained from the density-based and 
thermodynamic models allow us to infer that the different solubility of organic 
compounds in CO2 could be useful to carry out the kinetic resolution of the racemic 
mixture of (R, S)-2-pentanol at different temperature values. In the racemic resolu-
tion of rac-2-pentanol, the (S)-2-pentanol does not react with the vinyl ester and can 
be dissolved in scCO2. However, (R)-2-pentanol reacts with vinyl butyrate when an 

Compound T (K) CO2 density 
range (kg·m−3)

A -B R2 -A’ B′ R2’

2-Pentanol 313.15 93.4–250.7 1.0647 5.9939 0.9949 3.2701 2.1380 0.9750

323.15 142.0–327.7 0.8269 4.8724 0.9965 3.5596 2.0295 0.9864

333.15 140.3–339.6 0.9068 5.3782 0.9929 3.7674 1.9017 0.9940

Butyric acid 313.15 59.1–238.7 0.8498 4.6715 0.9895 1.9381 1.2714 0.9876

323.15 65.5–312.4 1.1091 6.1856 0.9334 2.9343 1.7907 0.9958

333.15 118.8–349.0 0.7498 4.4433 0.9751 2.8796 1.4424 0.9989

Vinyl 
butyrate

313.15 45.7–185.1 0.7676 3.9554 0.9393 1.3095 0.9444 0.9944

323.15 36.5–232.2 0.6835 3.6511 0.9504 1.2351 0.7730 0.9991

333.15 39.9–233.1 0.6537 3.5833 0.9651 1.1726 0.5646 0.9976

2-Pentyl 
butyrate

313.15 50.1–172.4 0.6571 3.4738 0.9746 1.1812 0.7841 0.9945

323.15 48.2–197.7 0.9353 4.8913 0.9328 1.8270 1.2287 0.9953

333.15 65.8–227.8 0.8914 4.7735 0.9474 2.0089 1.2002 0.9934

Table 1. 
Fitting parameters of Eqs. (1) and (2) for (CO2 + 2-pentanol, butyric acid, vinyl butyrate, or 2-pentyl butyrate) 
binary systems at 313.15, 323.15, and 333.15 K. from reference [30] with permission of Elsevier.
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2-Pentanol Butyric Acid Vinyl Butyrate 2-Pentyl Butyrate

T (K) kij lij kij lij kij lij kij lij

Peng-Robinson - Quadratic

313.15 0.0821 −0.0328 −0.0618 −0.1007 −0.0499 −0.0998 −0.0212 −0.0425

323.15 0.0747 −0.0371 −0.0650 −0.1178 −0.0683 −0.0706 −0.0613 −0.1196

333.15 0.0688 −0.0348 −0.0402 −0.1007 −0.0627 −0.0557 −0.0636 −0.1237

Soave-Redlich-Kwong - Quadratic

313.15 0.0898 −0.0351 −0.0723 −0.1028 −0.0505 −0.0858 −0.0300 −0.0700

323.15 0.0873 −0.0255 −0.0743 −0.1205 −0.0631 −0.0728 −0.0501 −0.1001

333.15 0.0814 −0.0290 −0.0467 −0.1012 −0.0644 −0.0562 −0.0501 −0.1003

Table 3. 
Binary interaction parameters (BIP) (kij, lji) used for the thermodynamic modeling of the (CO2 + 2-pentanol), 
(CO2 + vinyl butyrate), (CO2 + 2-pentyl butyrate), and (CO2 + butyric acid) binary systems at 313.15, 323.15, and 
333.15 K. from reference [30] with permission of Elsevier.

Compound Mw (g/mol) pc (MPa) Tc (K) ω

Carbon Dioxide 44.10 7.38a 304.2a 0.225a

Acetone 58.08 4.70b 508.1b 0.306**

2-Pentanol 88.20 3.68c 560.3c 0.557**

Butyric Acid 88.11 4.06d 615.2d 0.690**

Vinyl Butyrate 114.14 3.56* 539.9* 0.394**

2-Pentyl Butyrate 158.24 2.34* 618.7* 0.565**

aRetrieved from DIPPR database [42].
bRetrieved from Ambrose et al. [43].
cRetrieved from Gude and Teja [44].
dRetrieved from Andereya and Chase [45].
*Estimated with Joback method.
**Estimated with Lee-Kessler method.

Table 2. 
Acentric factor (ω) and critical parameters (pc,Tc) of the pure compounds used for thermodynamic modeling. 
From reference [30] with permission of Elsevier.

2-Pentanol Vinyl Butyrate 2-Pentyl butyrate Butyric Acid

T (K) Peng-Robinson - Quadratic

313.15 3.91 3.95 4.02 5.88

323.15 1.16 6.51 5.62 3.71

333.15 3.91 2.08 4.78 2.52

T (K) Soave-Redlich-Kwong - Quadratic

313.15 4.01 3.78 3.90 6.18

323.15 1.99 6.46 5.12 4.25

333.15 4.37 2.19 4.79 2.51

Table 4. 
RMSD values (%) obtained for the thermodynamic modeling using Peng-Robinson and Soave-Redlich-Kwong EoS 
combined with quadratic mixing rules for the studied systems at 313.15, 323.15 K, and 333.15 K.
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ionic liquid is used as a reaction medium to obtain (R)-2-pentylbutyrate. However, 
these conclusions have been inferred from binary mixtures, so further studies with 
mixtures of CO2 with all components of the reaction would be required to corroborate 
the results.

4. Conclusions

Using a synthetic method in a cell of variable volume at high pressure, the 
phase equilibria of binary systems of (CO2 + butyric acid), (CO2 + 2-pentanol), 
(CO2 + 2-pentyl butyrate), and (CO2 + vinyl butyrate) at three temperatures (313.15 K, 
323.15 K, and 333.15 K) have been obtained. A type I behavior was observed and three 
coexisting phases were not appreciated for the experimental conditions used.

A Chrastil-type correlation has been employed to correlate the scCO2 solubility 
in organic compounds as a function of CO2 density obtaining an equivalent accuracy 
to EoS-based models. The CO2 solubility in organic compounds can be established as 
follows: 2-pentanol > butyric acid > esters, under the studied operating conditions. 
Differences in the relative polarity of the compound and CO2 produce differences in 
the mutual solubility of the components.

The experimental and calculated data provided good agreement with EoS correla-
tion of Peng-Robinson and Soave-Redlich-Kwong applied with quadratic mixing rules 
and two BIPs.

© 2022 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. Distributed under the terms of the Creative 
Commons Attribution - NonCommercial 4.0 License (https://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc/4.0/), which permits use, distribution and reproduction for  
non-commercial purposes, provided the original is properly cited. 
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